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Baker 1

Church Camp

I knew how to disappear.

Nothing to it.

I stared at the

back of the dark gray seat in front of me and focused on the
cheap faux leather, how it had wrinkles that cascaded into some
uncoordinated design.
The trick to disappearing was to find the most
insignificant thing in front of me and focus all attention on it.
Study it like nothing else mattered, and become the
insignificance of those little details-become the insignificant,
quiet kid on the bus.
A girI boarded, and my eyes drifted away from the seat.
teenage girl.

She was something new for me to look at.

Something about her eyes.
else's.

A

They didn't look as amused as everyone

She managed to smile at the person next to her before

sitting down.
She had nice black hair, laced in girly pig tails, and she
had long legs.
She caught me staring and smiled before turning back to the
person next to her.
I wanted her to look at me again, and then she did.
worn down eyes had a mature quality.

Her

For some reason that

difference between us made me glance away.
I was thirteen at the time and she was maybe sixteen.
was the type of teenage girl I missed out on, because I was
homeschooled after fifth grade.

She
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My Sony Discman was next to me on the seat, and I had my
zipped-up case full of burned CDs.

All of them were Pop-Punk

bands recommended to me by my brother.

Every song had this or

that to say about teenage angst, and falling in love with that
perfect girl.

Or maybe how she was out of the vocalist's league

in one way or another.

He would croon or cry about her going out

with the asshole who jerked her around.

They were all works of

teenage tragedy, of course.
Somehow just loving her was different than how the vocalist
fucking loved her.
Another girl lugged a duffel bag behind her.
her short brown hair had a little bounce to them.

The bangs of
Her breasts

seemed to move with a personality of their own, as if both of
them tried to talk over the other.
She slapped her hand against the empty side of my seat and
asked,

"Mind if I sit here?"

I draped my headphones over the back of my neck, "No, no,
go ahead," I said and put my CD case in the nook between me and
the wall of the bus.
She slid in, smiled with her eyes, and tossed her bag over
her leg, onto the floor between her sneakers.
stared at me.
"I remember you from before," she said.
"Yeah?"

And then she
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She reached down to adjust her bag a little more and then
introduced herself as Jessica.

She offered her hand, and it felt

warm and nice.
"I 'm Andrew."
"Andrew, so that was your name.

I was thinking Mark or

something, maybe Tommy."
We drew our hands back and her fingers dragged off mine
like she wanted to give just a little more of an impression.
"Thomas is my middle name," I said.
Her eyes narrowed.
"No, no.

"Did you used to go by Tommy?"

Actually, I tried to go by Tom, but my other

nickname stuck with me."
She shifted even closer until our sneakers touched.

That

small touch was either an accident or so insignificant to her
that she didn't notice it.

Funny how it was the first

interesting thing to happen to me.

She was actually a teenage

girl, and we were actually talking.
I inched my foot away from hers.
"I went by Ange," I said and laughed.

It seemed like a

really stupid name to tell her.
She looked up.

"What's so bad about that? I like Ange.

Why'd you want to change it?"
The bus roared to a start, and I noticed how packed it was.
All Christian kids.

I came to my own belief that none of this

world was real, that this God wasn't real-and that justice wasn't
real, because I really wasn't supposed to be there on that bus.
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"Ange is cool," Jessica said.

"It's definitely not boring,

at least."
I eventually put my headphones on after she stopped talking
for a bit.
I called you on the phone,
Another guy said that you weren't at home,
But I don't care I'll call you again anyway.
Baby I'd give you the world ...
Please forget about those fifteen other girls.
I wouldn't allow myself to think Jessica was interested in me.

I

assumed she probably only wanted to make me a Christian like
herself.

I stared at the girl in the front of the bus, those

long legs of hers.

Her laced hair.

The bus shifted its tires onto the campsite gravel and it
reminded me of the last time I was there, years back, when I was
even more of a child, ready to put my whole heart into religion
and focus on what it meant to be a true Christian.
Kids filed out of the bus and waited for instruction.

I

continued to stay invisible.
One of the counselors popped open the compartment
underneath the bus and passed luggage to another counselor, who
heaped it all up into a pile.

The Youth Group leader had

everyone bow their heads in prayer, but I walked over to my bag
and took it with me to the Boys' Cabin.
I tossed my bag and backpack onto a bottom bunk and just
plopped down, ready to lie there for the whole week.

I wondered
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how long I might be able to go without eating and if death by
starvation would be so bad.
A trio of guys stormed in.

They flung their bags to their
It seemed

choice beds and spat words over top of each other.

like they still completely understood their chaos of conversation.
Disappear, I thought.

I stared at the wooden plank that

held the top bunk into place, and then noticed an orange splotch
stained near the corner of the mattress above me.

What could

that have been, I wondered, just to distract myself.
My disappearing trick worked, just as I knew it would.
It was nice and quiet after they left.

My own little space.

I undid the sleeping bag from my duffel, smoothed it out, and
grabbed my pillow from inside the bag.
Sleep, just sleep, I thought, and nobody would care.
Moments after closing my eyes, I heard a dopey voice from
the entrance to the room.

"Hello, Andrew."

I opened my eyes and recognized a kid named Josh, whQ had
always talked to me back when I used to go to Sunday school at
the church.
"You forgot to pick up your study binder," he said.

He

laid it near my feet like a precious artifact.
Josh stood there with a short smile on his chapped lips.
His triangular head loomed over me in awkward silence.
wouldn't be able to disappear from him.

I knew I
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He and I ended up going to the rec room to play a very long
and embarrassing game of pool.
The room had dark wood floors and stations of pool, ping
pong, air hockey, and foosball tables-and then a vacant snack
stand with a bar table and red cushioned bar stools.
When it looked like Josh was going to finally win our game,
I got serious and made accurate shots to steal it away from him.
Josh said,

"Man, Andrew, it seems like you were hustling me."

"I think I'm done playing for today,

11

I said and helped

him clean up the table.
I recognized the girl from the front of the bus leaning
there on the edge of a stool, butt hoisted up on the cushion and
milky legs all the way down to the floor.
She stared at me and played with her pig tails, hugging
them across her throat.
I said hello and smiled, and she said hello back.
"My name's Michelle,
turned ethereal.

11

she said and the space around her

The whole room, all the space surrounding us

everything-dissolved into unimportance.

The feeling seemed

ageless, and strangely familiar.
I don't remember anything that was said.

But, for the

first time in my life, talking to a girl was actually easy.

I

was used to lugging my words, slipping on my words, mashing my
words into bits-especially around girls I liked.
I rested my elbow on the bar and pinioned one leg across
the other.

I managed to convince myself I was cool.
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"Would you like to take a walk with me? 11 she asked.

The trail meandered around the campsite.

I couldn't

remember the last time I enjoyed being out in nature so much.
For some reason I appreciated it more when I was out there with
Michelle.
"I didn't really want to come here,

11

I said and stepped

over a tree root on a steep part of the trail.

She strolled over,

and caught her balance on level ground with me.
"I can understand that,
until recently.

11

she said.

"I wasn't too religious

11

"...And I don't mind the religion so much, 11 I said, "-just
the people bug me. 11

A breeze swept between us and the movement

of trees allowed sunlight to flicker between shadows of limbs,
changing the greens of grass and leaves in every sway to look a
little more golden.

And it all helped the blue sky to be a

little bluer.
She sighed,
bugged me.

11

"I can understand that too.

The people also

She looked at me and laughed, "They still bug me,

but I need this."
Clouds enveloped more of a shadow around us.
"I don't think there's anything that can change me, « I said,
and that bugged her for some reason.
"You shouldn't say that," she said and then looked away.
At the moment, I thought she was hopeful, or that maybe she was
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disappointed.

But, then she said, "My father passed away.

That's why I believe now."

The first Bible Study session was more laid back than I'd
expected.

I never raised my hand, and as luck would have it, I

was never called upon.

The same few people carried the

discussion with pride about their Biblical knowledge.

Bob James,

the man in charge of the study, had a bird's nest for hair and a
Geraldo Rivera moustache.

I was stuck on this.

Everyone's

voices all drifted away from me as I noticed more and more how
similar the man resembled Flanders, the religious neighbor in The
Simpsons.
And then I wondered what would happen if I did something
crazy, like if I jumped onto the floor and flopped around from a
seizure, or if I hulked my chair across the room to smash a
window.

It wasn't as if the laws of the universe would prevent

me from doing these things.

Although, it would take more than my

thirteen-year-old arms to defenestrate a folding chair through
the window.

I weighed the consequences while the Bible lesson

continued as background noise.
Bob James passed out a sheet that read My Confessions,
followed by a page length of writing space.

We were supposed to

fill it out in our own time, things between us and God.

It was a

stupid exercise, but the blank page stared back at me.
What would I confess?
I wondered about it all the way back to the boys' cabin.
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I sat up. on my bed, staring down at the sheet.
Were my feelings for Michelle sinful?

She made me feel

strange every time I thought about her-the way she moved, and her
appearance.

I didn't know then how perfectly normal it was for

boys to feel that way, and I couldn't help but think of it as a
dirty secret.

My fascination felt morally wrong, and it didn't

seem like other boys had my problem; it seemed like I was a
special case.

I also didn't consider that Michelle could have

wanted me to have those strange feelings.
No matter how much I had philosophized in private, I didn't
have any friends to talk to me about teenage girls.

Teenage

girls made my world a whole lot bigger.
With a gentle push, I let both the pen and binder fall off
my bed.

It couldn't be a problem between God and me.

I didn't

want to look at it from a religious standpoint, and I would not
let Christianity weasel its way back into my life.

That night I had trouble sleeping.

I swore I'd seen

someone, a silhouette, do some kind of an army crawl into the
room.

But I had a hard time distinguishing between what could

have been real, or just a dream.
I had been caught between memories of the past few days and
my conscience, how much I was attracted to Michelle.

The blank

confessions page that Bob James had handed out was stuck on my
mind.

And then my mind went other places.
My father passed away.

That's why I believe now.
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Circular shapes, a white balloon rising, Michelle's figure
against the loose t-shirt she wore the other day, Jessica's
movement on the bus, then when our sneakers touched, how we sat
close, Michelle's pig tails crossed over her neck, Jessica,
Michelle.

Girls.

I heard another voice in the room that sounded like a tinny
radio frequency.

I looked at the shapes of things around me

before dozing off again.

I knew I was alone, but then I woke up

9gain to screaming voices that were too close to my bed to be
from the rowdy kids in the other room.
Screams again.
I sat up to see a yellow walkie-talkie in the middle of the
room.

I stared at it for a moment, still too disoriented to

understand anything, and then I finally realized I was the butt
of a prank.

I didn't even think about turning it off.

I kicked

out of my sleeping bag and burst through the door.
The other kids stumbled back and sidled against the walls,
except one of them, still grinning, stood near a couch in the
community room.

He walked up to me as if to try and calm me down,

but I shoved him over onto the couch.
fucking bastard?"

"You think it's funny, you

His blue eyes startled into concern.

For a

moment, I regretted getting physical, but I still wanted to prove
I was the strongest in the room.
Cursing at him also satisfied me.
bathroom.
apology.

I walked off to use the

When I returned, the boy I had shoved approached me in
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"What you did was fucking hilarious," I said.
that?"

He shrank back.

"Do I look like it was a good joke?

of you want to fight me?" I asked.
here."

"You know
Any

"Because I'll take anybody

Everybody went blank, so I added, "Well, I'm pissed, so

get out of my way.

I want to get some sleep, you bastards."

I shut the door behind me.

Sharp whispers shot out from

the other room as I slipped back into my sleeping bag.
I smiled before going back to sleep.

The next day, the boy I'd shoved invited me to join him for
breakfast at the dining hall.
was a bad dude.

He told the people there that I

Don't mess with Andrew, he said, and then

continued to talk me up to everyone at the table.
I looked around the dining hall, all plastic tables with
paper placemats and Styrofoam sectional plates for every kid,
cheap silverware anyone could bend with their mind if they
focused hard enough, and food that sat out in a buffet row of
warm metal containers.
I saw Michelle a few tables over.
rhythm of the table's conversation.
droning nod than genuine interest.
she let it loose.

She nodded to someone in

It seemed more like a
Her hair looked longer when

With every nod, some of the curls would shake

and bump into each other like wind chimes.
She caught me staring and I looked away, and then I let my
eyes wander back.
waved her hand.

She smiled at me and canted her head, and
I brought my hand up, and waved, more matter of
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fact than hers.

Another girl at her table looked back at me, so

I turned away again; Michelle casually glanced back from time to
time.
I finished my breakfast and trashed the Styrofoam, dropped
the silverware into a bin.

I walked out past the double-doors

and then heard them open back up soon after me.
"Andrew, hey!" Michelle yelled out and rushed up next to me.
"Did you want to walk out with me?"
I nodded.
"Then why didn't you just come up to me and say hello?"
"I don't know," I said.

"I wasn't sure if you wanted me

to."
"But you wanted to walk with me," she said.

My eyes

drifted down to the gravel and she leaned over to fix my eyes
back on hers.
"Yeah," I said.
"Let's walk, then."

She motioned her head in the direction

of the trail, arms crossed, and she waited for me to walk down
there with her.

We shared the same pace, side by side.

After that I followed her every chance I had.
out every moment we had scheduled free time.

I sought her

She talked about

her favorite bands of Alternative Rock, and I mentioned a few Pop
Punk bands she could appreciate.
I liked being around her, but our walks soon felt like I
had a collar around my neck, and she handled the leash.
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Right now, I wonder why I had to think that way-as if
everything good in my life had to take on a negative.

I wish I

had just let things continue as naturally as they started, with
that first cool conversation.
But as we walked places, I fought against feeling powerless,
pathetic; it all made me feel like a pet of hers, or an object.
I couldn't stand it.
I didn't want to question the obvious things.

Why was the

best looking girl in camp talking to me, making so much effort
with me, the nonbeliever-and why would a sixteen-year-old spend
her time with a thirteen-year-old?
something worthwhile between us.

But I wanted there to be
And I wanted to believe she was

attracted to me as well.
It all led me to finally wonder, how do boys get girls?
You never saw the heroes in movies follow women around,
Somehow, they got their

just afflicted by their strong feelings.
women.

The camera always panned around both the hero and his lover
as they kissed-that hallmark symbolism of love.
But when would it be okay to kiss?
It all had to be simple mathematics:

If the actions of the

character fell short of the quotient of deserved kiss, then the
quotient becomes deserved slap instead.

And the equation ends.

I wasn't so hung up on the experience of my first kiss.

I

only looked at what it could mean for my life-not as a milestone
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for myself, but a milestone for us, to have someone to be equal
to, and to share experiences with.
And because of that, the kiss was more in my way than
anything else.
The next day I stayed in the boys' cabin instead of going
to Bible Study.

I sat on the bed, listening to music.

I didn't ask you to take me from here
I didn't ask to be broken
I didn't ask you to stroke my hair
or treat me like a worthless token
I eventually took off the headphones, slipped into my sleeping
bag and fantasized about Michelle.
I lied there until I got antsy, and then stood up, and
walked over to the window.

Outside looked perfect.

A golden

tinge of sun lit the gentle movement of trees.
I went outside and sat down against a tree and saw more
around me than I ever noticed.
have to be anywhere.

A new idea emerged.

I didn't

I didn't have to do anything.

It seemed to be the truth, until I saw a guy in a golf cart
driving around.
He noticed me from a distance and sped the cart around the
bend, and stopped a foot away from running me over.
where I needed to be.

He asked me

Before I could answer, he checked the

handy schedule from a compartment behind his ass and the
cushioned seat.
Then he carted me back to Bible Study.
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After an evening sermon, I stood up from my chair and
waited for Michelle to follow me out.

I held the door open for

her, and then closed it behind to block out the reverberations of
Christian Rock on the stereo system.

I stared at the gravel

under my sneakers until I noticed Michelle had her eyes locked on
me.
"You know," she said, "you could have friends here."
"Yeah, I know.

I guess."

I forced myself to look at the

unblinking stare she gave me.
"You blame your parents for bringing you here, right?"
"Yeah."
"Well, you know, you shouldn't."

She looked away for a

moment, and then sharpened her glance. · "Andrew, I believe we
were meant to meet each other.

You have to see that, at least.

If it weren't for your parents forcing you to come here, we would
have never met."
moment.

She folded her arms and stared past me for a

"And be kind to your dad, because he won't be around

forever," she said.
I shifted my feet in the gravel and leaned on the solid
concrete foundation of the building.

I could feel the vibrations

of music against me, and heard laughter and singing inside.
"That's true," I said.
She jutted her hip to one side and rested her hand on it,
and again, I found myself taken by the curving shape of her body.
Michelle sighed and walked closer to me.
"What's wrong? I can see a lump in your throat."
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Something about my body language must have told her I was
It seemed like the perfect

struggling in that moment.
opportunity to kiss her.

I kept myself from doing it because I

didn't know if she wanted it.
I only wanted to do it if she wanted it-and I couldn't know
for sure.
The double-doors burst open and that ·girl named Jessica
took two quick, gravel crunching steps before stopping right
between Michelle. and me.
She turned and yelled, "Ange!"
around me and clamped like a vice.

Jessica wrapped her arms
"I love you," she said, and

then she let out an mmm.
I stared at Michelle over Jessica's shoulder and made an
apologetic face.

-Michelle turned her head with an impatient air

until the embrace was over.

Jessica looked back at me as she

left.
"See?"

Michelle �lanced at me and then turned away.

"She

said she even loves you.

You have friends here, so there's no

reason to be depressed.n

She walked away.

That night, the pillow under my head couldn't seem to form
the right shape for me to be comfortable.

I flipped it around

and fluffed it up, angled it against the headboard.
Michelle and I had been alone and that was the one chance I
had at kissing her.

Even if she slapped me, it would have been
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better.

I continued to reimagine it all as a Hollywood moment,

and I felt lonely in that silent room.
I had to do it the next day, I decided, the last full day
of Church Camp.

I couldn't continue questioning, doubting myself.

The guys in the movies didn't doubt themselves.

Even the

villains were more interesting than me because they did
something; if I didn't kiss her, I'd be as unimportant as
background fodder for a scene.

Unmanly.

The next morning, everyone grouped together for an outdoor
sports activity, a cheap version of lacrosse, with plastic scoops
and a rubber ball, two small netted goals on both ends of a field.
We were either given a blue bandana or a red one, and were to tie
it on our arms.

I had some trouble with my clunky hands, trying

to get the red bandana on my bicep.

Michelle asked me if I

needed help and then got really close to me.

Her hand slid the

bandana around my arm and she tightened the knot until it pressed
softly against my muscles.
"You have really big arms," she said.
Michelle leaned closer to me, and my blood warmed up as she
knotted the bandanna again, with fingers smoothing down the cloth.
"Your arms are much bigger than my boyfriend's," she said.
Everything stopped.

There wasn't much else to wonder about anymore.
the hero of the movie, after all.

I wasn't

The revelation hit, that I had
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stumbled upon something way more complicated than I was yet able
to deal with.

She was taken, and I was just there.

Michelle had told me that she believed we were meant to
come across each other, but for what purpose?

So I could write

about it a decade and a half later? .About how it was a
relationship that didn't go anywhere?
But, I realize now that it was the same problem I would
consistently have with women.
The camp didn't end in a Hollywood way, and it didn't end
like a turning leaf religious drama; it ended in a stranger way,
on the bus.
"Can I sit here, Mr. Ange?"

Jessica slapped the empty spot

next to me, as if it was an opportunity to make up for lost time.
"Sute, yeah, go ahead," I told her.
I slid over for Jessica and put my Discman on the floor
next to my sneakers.
The clamor of birds outside the bus made me think that the
trip really wasn't that bad.

I found enough reason to get rid of

any bitterness I had toward Michelle.
Why not?
Jessica bumped her sneaker into mine as she slid into the
seat.
I glanced at her and she smiled with her eyes.

I noticed

they were an unusual color, a mix of light greens and blue.
"Can I ask you something?" she asked, rolling her shoulders
forward and getting comfortable.
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"Sure," I said.
"Would you mind if I put my head down on your lap to go to
sleep?

I'm kind of tired."

She smiled.

I told her she could.
Jessica fixed up her pillow and laid it over my lap, and
then rested her head down on me to fall asleep.

She seemed to be

comfortable laying her head on me.
What kind of a girl does that?
If I had been around her throughout the camp, how would
things have ended up?
It would have meant something much different if it was
Michelle's head on my lap, but I couldn't even picture it.

I

couldn't see any circumstance where Michelle would be that
comfortable with me, or even comfortable enough with herself to
do something like that.
I couldn't ignore how peaceful Jessica looked, and it
wasn't like I ever tried to win her over.

I was just my quiet

self.
I simply realized how much I liked the closeness.

How I

didn't have anything to prove, and that it felt like an entirely
natural moment.

There wasn't anything I could question about it;

it was good, and I liked it, and it was just happening.
What kind of a girl was she?
I wasn't able to reach down and pick up my Discman from the
floor because I didn't want to disturb her.
looking back at me with a humored look.

I noticed a guy

I smiled back.
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With Jessica, I realized, it was impossible for me to
disappear.

And she was the kind of girl who would be ready to be

seen by me, but I had to be ready to look.
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At the Wedding

The tux I rented fit perfectly.

This idea of me wearing a

tuxedo was similar to Ragged Dick sporting royal garments; it
felt like I was stepping out of my place in the world.

My older

brother, the groom, didn't feel the need to put on his suspenders,
but I wanted the full suit.

Everything.

I stared into the mirror and prepared for my brother's
wedding-but more selfishly, for Alese, who agreed to accompany me
to the event.

Alese and I had been close friends for about eight

or nine years, and that made me wonder if it was even possible at
this point to push our relationship beyond that.
I adjusted my slacks to slink the belt through the loops.
Here I was actually getting dressed in my own room at the
hotel.

It was awesome.

Finally, Alese would be around with

nothing at all to do the next day.
That was a rarity.
Alese always had work on her agenda.

She was a PhD

candidate in Criminal Justice and she occupied her time
researching crime data, and the relationship of environment to
criminal activity.
The main problem between us was the obvious gap in
professionalism.

Every time I thought we'd made a personal

connection in some way, she'd eventually catch me slacking off in
my professional life and give me an earful.
always ruin it.

That seemed to
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For instance, one time, at her favorite pollo a la brasa
place, she went all out on me.
"I don't get it, Ange," she said.

"You always wait to the

last minute to get things done after I had been telling you over
and over to get started."

Alese fixed up her fries with ketchup.

Even though I was hungry just a few minutes back, I
couldn't eat.
her words.

My whole functioning body seemed to get nuked by

The fry I stomached was like a stone, and the chicken

went down as dry as paper.
"What, is it that you don't want my help?" she asked.
She looked at me and then went back to squeezing out her
ketchup packets.
"No," I said, and brought my hand up to my closed eyelids
to massage my eyes.
"Then what?
mistakes?

"That's not it."

Would you rather I just let you make your own

Do you just not care?

Because you don't listen to me,

and then you get pissed every time I bring it up."
Her frank attitude bugged the hell out of me, but I had to
keep in mind that she said t�ose things because she cared.
"No.

I do appreciate it."

back of my neck.

I sighed and then massaged the

"And I really don't want you to stop letting me

know."
I stared down at the full plate of food and had the urge to
dump it in the nearest trash.
myself," I said,

"Alese, I just get pissed off at

"not you."

I forced down another fry, and then cut into the chicken.
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She was always right, too.

Sometimes, I tried to be

apathetic about it and wait for her ranting to end, but in the
back of my mind, I'd still think, I'm lazy as hell; what's wrong
with me?

Usually, I needed her talks, because as much as they

stung, they also grounded me to reality.

Nobody else gave me

that.
We went to a bar later that night, and what she said
earlier really settled in.

I told her, "You know, you really do

make me a better person."
She looked away and quietly admitted,

"You do, too.

You

help me."
I frowned, and asked her, "Yeah?
"You help me to relax."

How so?"

Her eyes met mine for a fraction

of a second before fixing back to the wall.

"You help me take

things a little less seriously."

Back at the hotel, I trimmed my facial hair to be sharp and
equally measured.

I combed Vitalis into my beard and stache, and

slapped on cologne-but not too much.
I put on the rest of the tux, the vest, the jacket, and
shoes, and I thought about the one time Alese told me,

"You know,

I think you'd be pretty successful with women if you tried
harder."

I straightened my posture and smoothed down my tie.

How often would I really have this kind of chance?
would I really look this good?

How often
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The wedding photos took hours.

If I hadn't slackened my

face to its normal drab every moment the camera wasn't firing,
the damned smile would have stuck.

They positioned us in about

every conceivable arrangement-standing with my dad's side of the
family, mom's side, alone with my brother, with him and the bride,
just the men, just the boys, with only the mother, only the
father-shoot over here and then over there-and every combination
two more times, please.
But my smile came easy when I saw Alese.
a dress.

She actually wore

It was dark blue, and accentuated her curves.

only remember her in casual clothes.

I could

She liked to wear torn up

jeans and a t-shirt, but that dress stopped short to show off her
legs.
She wore the necklace I bought for her birthday a year back.
It was cheap, artificial, but the colors suited her-black gem
doodads on a broad metallic pendant.

It really contrasted

against her fair- skin.
She reached for me and I hugged her close. "You look-Jesus
Christ," I laughed.
"You too!

Look at you, all classed up."

I looked down at her heels again and said, "You're almost
as tall as me in those things."
She groaned.
"They are such a pain," she said.
As she walked alongside me, it was as if she was doing a
balancing act, practically on tiptoes.

I walked at her pace, and
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we chose the handicapped ramp every time until we reached a huge
flight of stairs.
"OhMyGod,n she whispered and I laughed as we took it one
step at a time.
"Usually when we walk together, you're always zipping
around everywhere and leaving me behind.

I like this.

Now you

know what it's like.n
I had my hands in my pockets and a huge grin on my face.
"Shutup," she said, in a short, humorless voice.

I introduced her to every person in my family and she
answered with the standard It's very nice to meet you, and, Ange
has told me so much about you.

I rolled my eyes at her as we

walked away and asked, "When did I ever tell you anything about
my grandparents?" She shrugged and we walked over to another
person to meet.
Alese took a seat somewhere outside, amidst the rows of
white wooden chairs before the ceremonial stage.

The vantage

point was tidy with spiky green bushes to obstruct the golf
driving range below, and provide a vista of forests and mountains.
Right before the start of the ceremony, I stood with my arm
linked to Nana's.

The doors were open to the outside, the white

chairs now filled with people.
As the best man, I was to escort Nana to her seat and come
back for my other grandparents in the line.

I looked down at

Nana Baker, or Misty, the youngest old lady on the planet.

She
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went by Misty to share the name of the pony she loved in the
children's book, Misty of Chincoteague.
I wondered what it would be like for her to be there, alone
without her husband, my Papa.

Papa Baker, who only stopped

sailing and playing tennis when ALS withered his muscles, a
pastor who was rendered too weak to open his Bible on his own.

I

looked away from the panorama in front of us, and over at the
water cooler of Deerpark, and to the side of the open door, where
the black-suited wedding planner readied herself with her
clipboard, for the exact moment to wave me out.
I brought Nana a little closer to me and she looked up with
her blue ageless eyes.

They smiled through the thin glasses

perched on her nose.
"I'm so glad you're here, Nana," I said.
"Me too, hon."

She looked back outside and I noticed the

way the red, frazzled curls on her head moved with the breeze.

I

might have seen a flicker of remembrance. in her eyes as she
looked out at the aisle and the podium and several guests.
"I know that after you have your degree, you're planning on
driving around and going on adventures," she said, "but there's a
word I want you to look up."
nodded as she spoke.
spelled e-1-o-p-e."

I looked back at her, and she

She said "The word I want you to look up is
I laughed, almost embarrassed, but I looked

at her tiny, scrunched up, smiling face and told her that I love
her.

"I know you do, hon," she said.
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--Merriam-Webster's Collegi�te Dictionary-Elope 1 : to slip away : ESCAPE 2a : to run away from
one's husband with a lover b : to run away secretly with
the intention of getting married usu. without parental
consent.
Did she want me to forget about ceremony, run away from
convention?

Maybe she was hinting that there's a boundless,

spirited love to be found somewhere out there.
run for it, I'll never find it.

And if I don't

The word elope gave the sense of

elegance I felt with Alese, only in our best moments.

The short

termed, quiet times when neither of us tried to be serious and
professional.

Natural truths slipped out when Alese and I forgot

about our to-do lists or what our social image looked like, or
the few times we were able to keep our professional lives from
impinging upon our free time together.
Nana made me forget about the suit I wore, and the dress
Alese had on, because it really wasn't the truth, and every
single one of us was using this occasion to play dress up.

I

could actually be thankful that we wouldn't be in the tight,
awkward clothes forever-even if we looked great for a single day.

After the ceremony, the bride and groom's closest family
members stood like convicts in a police lineup.

Instead of the

painless face forward, turn to your right, turn to your left, and
leave, we were stranded in a small-talk hell with every attendee
at the wedding.
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Before they filed in, the bride snapped at me, "Andrew,
hurry up and get a drink.
came as good news.

The open bar is over there!"

That

I jogged over to a small table in the room

next door for a tumbler of Black Label.

The crowd started to

pour in, and my mom told me to hurry up and get back in line.
Smile.

Shake hands.

Andrew Baker, brother to the groom.

Nice to meet you.
It took me a while to get used to people congratulating me
for my brother or telling me I did a good job as the best man.
I saw Alese in the corner of the room and pricked my
eyebrows up to say Hey and she did the same.
iPhone and took a picture of me.

Alese took out her

She walked off to the open bar

and I felt mildly disappointed that she didn't silently stick
around as my supporter.
Andrew Baker, brother to the groom.

Nice to meet you.

I felt like one of those Disney World robots, repeating
itself for the people exiting the ride from the souvenir store.
Morn chided me for having my scotch glass in my non-shaking hand.
Shake a hand here, bend my elbow there-it was my compensation
mechanism.
The droves of people finally passed through, and if you
stuck a gun to my head, I wouldn't be able to name a single one
of them I hadn't met before the line-up.
I sought after Alese and we stood around the open bar.
"That was painful," I said and took a spot near the closest
table to put my glass.

Alese pointed the lens of her iPhone
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camera at the open bar and took a picture.

"You're really

capturing the event, aren't you?" I asked.
Alese stared at her phone.

"It's for my mom, I've been·

sending her pictures the whole time."
In her heels, Alese had to take several small steps in
order to get out of the peoples' way as they came through.
Neither of us was comfortable tal.king until I looked at her beer
next to my glass.
shrugged.

I nudged her and said,

"Miller Lite?" She

"Come on, open bar means you can have the good stuff."

She grazed her finger over the lip of the beer bottle.

"I

drank so much last night," she said, "I don't want to drink too
much if I'm driving back tonight."
I moved my glass to a convenient place next to me.
know, I actually have a room."

I stared at her.

"You

"There's a room

upstairs for me, so you really don't have to drive back tonight."
She continued to look past me.

"They gave you a room?

How

much do you think that cost?"
"I don't know."

I sipped and we continued to stand in the

corner, out of everyone's way.

Each circular table in the dining area contained a
centerpiece of flowers and candles-and to every chair there was a
name card, glass, and a half pint jug of Carman Brook Farm's
Vermont grade-A medium amber maple syrup.

I couldn't remember

the last time I had pancakes, so the jug was more like�y to find
a destination near the cobwebs on the top shelf of my pantry.
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Alese sat there and stared at her iPhone, or she looked
around, undoubtedly appraising the cost of the whole room.
Her iPhone buzzed and she tapped and dragged her fingertips
across the screen.
"Your mom, again?" I asked.
The server came by with plates for our table.

The filet

mignon was tender enough to cut with the side of a fork.

Alese

took a picture of the food.
"I want to meet your mom," I said, talking to the plate in
front of me as I cut up the meat into slices.
and said,

I turned to her

"Hey, take a picture of me."

She pointed her cell and I gave the same smile I'd been
flashing for all the wedding photos.

I heard Alese say, OhMyGod,

at the buzz of her phone and she showed me the text: Ange is such
a handsome young man!
Alese shook her head as if embarrassed, but we both laughed
about it.
"How much do you think the whole wedding cost?"
her head up and surveyed around.

She perked

"I'm thinking Mercedes range."

I looked around at all the tables.

"Well, for just the

food alone, every person at a table cost about two hundred
dollars."
The DJ's voice resonated from the stage and I recognized
I'd be up after the maid of honor's speech.
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A couple days prior, in Alese's car, she had asked, "So do
you have your speech ready for me to look at?"
"No, no.

I don't have it written down," I said.

She gave that smirk she always did when she expected me to
embarrass myself.

"So the speech is all in your head," she said.

"OhMyGod."

"And now we will pass the microphone to the best man,
Andrew Baker."

I stood up to the applause, straightened my tux

and walked over to the mic.

I could hear my dad doing the

Arsenic Hall Woo! Woo! Woo! from somewhere in the room.

The

scotch numbed me enough to get on with it, without a second
thought.
"Testing, testing."

My voice boomed.

"So being the writer

I am, I thought about this speech several times, each revision
more stiff and overthought than the last, but I decided for my.
sake, and certainly for yours, I'd just go with the flow here."
Someone coughed on the other side of the room.
The people at their tables seemed to look at me with blank
stares.

The light had shone down on where I was, so while

everybody probably had their normal listening faces on, I only
saw darkened figures of well-dressed old people, interrupted
during their meal by some street sounding hooligan with a
microphone.
"Well, my brother and I-you see, we grew up as the reserved
type-the kind of kids who wouldn't say any more than we needed to
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in public.

And we weren't comfortable until we retreated back to

our house-and back up into David's room.

There we'd talk and

laugh-but a lot of things would go unsaid.

The relationship we

had-the bond we had-we had barriers that kept us from saying a
lot of things to each other.

But I think we both believed-and

trusted-that what wasn't said, was still understood."

The

silence hit me just enough to question what I was talking about
in the speech, but I tried to make it out as if it was a dramatic
pause.

"But maybe," I started up again, "there were some things

that should have been said.

I'm proud of my brother.

David has

an incredible intelligence, patience-and a confidence that I
always wanted for myself.

Every time I'd doubt a choice of my

own, I'd think, David wouldn't doubt.
mind.

And I'd keep that in my

I think what I'm most proud about in my brother, is his

ability to think things through-to always know what he's doing
before he acts."

I looked over at my brother and his new wife,

and said, "You probably believe he doesn't know what he's getting
himself into-" Laughter erupted from the tables, "-but he does."
After I said cheers, everyone applauded and I heard a few voices
casually say "cheers" from around the room.
I walked over to give my brother and his wife a hug, and
then sat back down at the table.

Alese had her smart looking

smile, and I thought she said, That could've gone better.
when I asked her what she had said, she told me, "I said,
couldn't have gone better.' That was perfect."

But
'it
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The DJ put on some music and people started making their
I looked at Alese staring down at her

way to the dance floor.
iPhone again, and then

I

looked at the goofy whit� middle-agers

laughing and dancing like goofy white middle-agers.
"Texting your mom, again?" I asked, and took a sip.
me text her, I want to talk to her."

"Let

Alese sighed and handed it

over.
"Don't write anything about me," she said.
"Okay."
She dragged her hair behind her ear and added, "Promise,
Ange."
"I promise."

I sipped from my glass.

"OhMyGod, you're lying," she said and stared off.
I smiled at her and tried to work her cell phone.
Hey there! It's Ange, I always wanted to talk to you. I
hope we meet sometime. Alese begged me not to talk about
her in this text, so I'll just say you are probably a great
mother. You must be great, because you raised a great
daughter. Oops...
I hit send and handed the cell back to her and she chided me for
taking so long with it.
"Give me a break, lady!
"You're so bad at it.
me and gave a little smile.

I'rn not used to a touch screen."
Worse than my mom."

She looked at

She got the text back from her mom

and handed me the phone without reading it.
Hi Ange! Yes, it's about time we got to talk isn't it? I
cannot begin to tell you how proud I am of her.
I sipped and thought, Alese, the prestigious academic, still a
young little daughter to her morn.
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"Hey," I scooted my chair back, "I promised my aunt I'd
dance with her."
"Aww, that's sweet," she sang and I slid my hand across her
back while passing by.

I walked over to my aunt.

"So, are you ready to dance?" I asked Aunt Julie.
"Right now?" she asked.
I gave a momentary glance at her husband as if to ask him
if he was okay with that and then said,

"Well, why not?

Everybody's dancing, Aunt Julie."
She looked at him and then agreed to join me on the floor.
We laughed and didn't know quite what we were doing, but started
to get more comfortable moving to the music.

We turned, faced

away, then looked back at each other again, walked toward each
other and then backed up-and then we laughed.
"When was the .last time we did this?" I asked.
"The last wedding we went to," she said.

"Your father's."

And the answer was so obvious that we both laughed again, as we
danced.

My mom came up to us with a smile and asked Julie if she

could dance with me.

Julie danced away from us and I pulled out

some of the trickier steps with my mom, just to get her to laugh.
"How do you move like that?"

She cracked up.

I kicked my

legs around, moved off to the side, wiggled around and changed it
up as the beat changed.

I made my movements freer and encouraged

smiles from people around me, and sensed more people staring at
me.

The crowd parted to make a circle where I was in the center,
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and I told myself, Don't just move your legs, you have arms too,
and you have hips.
I brought my arms up above my head and jilted and then
twisted with my legs, down low, to up high, to side-to-side,
always to the music.

I didn't do any of it for laughs, but still

felt the joy from people watching me.

I loved it-even the

exhaustion of it all, and the anticipation of shaping melody to
the steps and sways of my movements, as if every limb was tugged
and pushed by the sound.
Out of nowhere, a middle-aged man with noticeably white
shoes took my place in the circle and started breakdancing.

I

laughed as if it was all just some crazy dream.
I shook the man's hand after he showed me up with his moves
and then I continued to laugh my way to the open bar.
I sat back down at our table and looked at Alese.

She

brushed her finger against the screen of her iPhone and then
looked back at me.

She pricked her eyebrows up, this time to

feign amusement at either the music, or the dancing, or the fact
she was alone.
"Hey, let's do that photo booth thing," she said.
"What photo booth thing?"
"Come here."

She led me out of the dining room, where

there was a booth with people making goofy faces.
Alese and I waited for them to clear out and we slipped in
and shut the curtain behind us.
"All right, let's first do a serious one," she said.
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We smiled.
"Okay, now a funny one."
She made a face and I mocked a gun to my temple.
"One more serious one," she said.
She smiled at the camera and I smiled at her.
We agreed on making it gray scale and it printed out as a
sticker to put on a magnet.

She smoothed it over the magnet.

"Aw, it turned out well.

I like it," she said.

"You can have it if you want."
She snagged it, appreciated it a little more and then said,
"You should give it to your mom."
I laughed.

"I should, shouldn't I?"

When I handed it over to my mom, she said, "Aww, thank you!
I'll put this on my refrigerator.
stay the night?

So, Alese, are you going to

Andrew has a room upstairs."

"No, I don't know.
I smiled at her,

I should probably get back," she said.

"Come on, you don't want to take that long

drive back to Falls Church.
you say no to a free room?

You're going to stay here, how can
It'll be fun."

She bobbed her head as if to weigh the options.
I knew she didn't want to.

I could sense her discomfort

having to answer right then and there, so I slackened a bit.
just wasn't worth pressing any more than that.

She looked so

lovely, and my face probably told her my whole story-my desire
for her.

It
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I really wanted to change the conversation so she wouldn't
feel any more awkward than she was.

Just then, as if fate had

been listening to my thoughts, I spotted a dark gray cat outside
wandering about the deck, surveying the area.

"Hey, there's a

cat out there," I said.
"Aw, is it hungry, you think?''
I stood up and headed to the door.
"I'm going to greet it," I said.

I opened the doors, and

"I probably scared it off."

the cat darted down the stairs.
"Do you think she's feral?"
"Not sure."

Alese was now wearing flat shoes, the heels gone.
supposed she had them stowed in her purse.
staircase from the deck to a grassy area.
as fast as usual, leaving me behind.

I

She headed down the
She was back to being

We headed over to freshly

cut grass, not really looking for the cat anymore-just content to
be away from the crowd inside.

I looked up at the moon.

It

looked as if a high-powered flashlight blared through a hole in a
black sheet.
I thought back to a couple of nights before, when Alese
chose to sleep in her living room rather than share her bed with
me.

She told me not to take it personally, that it was too hot

in her room.

Maybe it was, but she hadn't said, let's sleep in

the living room, it's too hot in here-to include me.
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I could make her laugh, impress her, but I knew she didn't
see me the way I wanted her to.

And the harder I'd try, the more

she'd retreat.
As she strolled alone in the grass I looked at her for a
bit, because it was difficult to look away.
"This place is beautiful," she said.

She swayed her legs

in a pendulum motion as if she had a lot more to drink than two
beers.

I knew she was just being playful.
"It's nice out here, isn't it?" I said, still staring at

her legs.

She moved in a seductive grace in those shoes.

looked at me and smiled.
you want to leave?"

She

I looked away and then asked, "So, did

I tried to sound casual about it.

"I can

walk you to your car, if you want."
"I probably should," she said with a short sigh.
"Yeah, it's a long ride back to your place.

I'll walk you

back to your car."
I walked with her and she told me how much fun she had, and
it was the best wedding she'd been to.
harp about how much she loved my mom.

Then she continued to
I reciprocated the simple,

expected answers until we reached her car.
"Say goodbye to your mom for me," she said, and walked over
for a hug.

I held her there for a little.

"I love you, lady," I said.
told her.

It had been years since I last

It was one of those moments where I felt no way around

saying it because she was the only woman I had those strong
feelings for.

I didn't want anyone else, didn't even want to
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think of anyone else as a possibility.

It was one of those times,

probably more than others, where I didn't want her to leave.
She sang out,

I love you too, and it sounded like something

you'd tell a regular friend-which I supposed I was.

I knew that

however much or little she believed it, her words just didn't
mean what mine did.

She got in her car.

I kept my hands in my

pockets, chewed on my lip, and made my way past the lines of cars
in that huge lot.

I walked back to the premises outside the resort and sat on
a short concrete wall.

The sprinkler system spread water across

the grass, rotated back, spread again, and a dark, slow moving
puddle crept its way past my shoes like a looming shadow down the
sidewalk.
I watched it drizzle over a step, and then I noticed the
dark gray cat's eyes by the bushes.

It looked at me for a moment

as it sat there, eyes glowing in the dark.

I wanted to pet it,

give it something, if only some attention.

I clicked my tongue

against the roof of my mouth and she kept a minor interest about
me.

I crouched low and held out my palm as I'd do for other cats,

beckoned again-walked closer, acted lik� we knew each other-but I
wouldn't hold it against her if she ran off.
I stopped at a close distance and sensed it was the closest
she'd let me before retreating.

So I continued to stare at the

light reflecting from her eyes.

We just stared until a noise

somewhere else spooked her.
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By the time I got back to the reception, only a few people
remained, talking around a fire pit.

Some roasted marshmallows

and others leaned against a picnic table, drinking beer and
smoking cigarettes.
The bride's brother talked to a few of the guys, and the
girl he brought with him walked over to me.

"Hey there, so

Sometime during the night, I guess

where'd Alese go?" she asked.

she'd had a conversation with her.
"I, uh.

I took her to her car.

She's gone."

The girl searched my face with a tinge of sympathy and I
gave a shrug.
"Nuh.

"Do you want to roast a marshmallow?" she asked.

No.

Thanks," I said.

She skewered a marshmallow anyway and handed me the stick,
smiling.

"Nobody really means it when they turn down a

marshmallow."
Meaning is a complicated thing.
I held the marshmallow to the flame and watched it burn.
didn't think to blow it out.
watched the fire dance.

I

I just waved the stick around and

I finally blew on it, and then scraped

the crispy marshmallow off with my teeth.
I started to undo my tux.

Unclipped the stupid looking tie,

slid off the sports jacket, undid the vest and the first button
of the dress shirt, and loosened my hair from a ponytail-shook my
hair loose into its sweaty disheveled mess.

Someone handed me a

neat bourbon, and I just sat there, listening to the murmurs
around the fire.
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I recognized one of the women I had met from the line-up
after the wedding ceremony.

I could remember her face if not the

name that went with it-something about her wide-eyed expression
that seemed permanently fixed.

She perked up when she noticed me

on the other side of the fire.
"Hey Andrew, I got to talk to Alese," she said.
Sarah, by the way.

"My name's

I know you and I met earlier, but how many

names could you possibly remember in one day, right?"
Sarah had a funny look, like she was caught in some strange
fascination.
places.

"Alese is big shit, I'm telling you.

She's going

I got my PhD in Criminology like her, but she is the

real deal."
"Yeah. I know it," I said.
"Prepare yourself for going places with her, Andrew.
God, she's a force."
be easy.

My

She shook her head, "And it's not going to

I know that she takes it more seriously than just about

anyone, so you're going to have to follow that, Andrew.

Respect

that, because, my God, she's serious."
"Yeah."

I rubbed the edge of my brow and straightened up.

"I hear what you're saying," I said.
"And you should be proud of her," she said.

"I'm a

professor and rape counselor, but she is able to do the stuff I
can't.

She delves into all that dark shit."

of the guys sitting next to me.
Trafficking."

Sarah turned to one

"Her thesis was on Human

He looked impressed, and he told me how great it
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must be to have a relationship with a girl who's able to study
that.

I nodded.
"Yeah, but... "
Sarah pressed on.
"And you'll need to support her down the line, because she

will need your help.

She asked me if I could collaborate with

her on a project, and I just wouldn't be the type of name she'd
need, you know?

I mean, who am I?

I'm just a professor content

with teaching-and she's like the real deal researcher!"
I stared off and scratched the back of my neck, and then
raised my voice a little louder.

"Yeah, I think she's too big

shit for me, you know?"
I bit my lip.

They went silent, and I looked down at my

shoes.

I remember this one time when I dropped Alese off at her
townhouse.

The whole night she had given me signals that I was

being too close to her, either touching her or sitting near her
but then in the car, she sat there in the passenger side after I
parked and she didn't open the door to get out.

We sat and just

listened to the fan in my car blow heat-on full blast.
I looked over at her and she stared down at the dashboard.
"What's up, lady?" I asked.
"Don broke up �ith me," she said and traced her hand across
her hair, behind her ear.
She glanced over at me.

"And it's so hard for me right now."
"You don't understand, Ange, I can't
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live without a man in my life.

I just can't.

And I feel like

I'm going crazy."
"I'll be there for you," I said.

My words didn't come out

right, and I even doubted whether I was sincere, because I didn't
even know what being there meant.
always been?

In what capacity?

As I've

More than that?

The problem was, I couldn't even look at her.
I couldn't think of anything else to say and the silence
became too thick until she decided to leave.

She moved in to hug

goodbye as we'd always done, but this time we would have kissed
had I not turned away from her.

I made sure we didn't take that

next step.
God.
But I really didn't want it like that.
Why couldn't we just kiss without it seem�ng like I was
taking advantage of her vulnerability?
Was I incapable of being a man that could kiss her without
feeling like I was doing something wrong?

Should I feel bad

because I didn't just make a move?
Why couldn't I just do it?
Why couldn't I be man enough?

The fire snapped and crackled as both Sarah and the guy
next to me talked over each other to say I was selling myself
short.
"You don't need to say that shit," she said.
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"No, don't say that, Andrew," the guy said.
smart.

"You're very

You're a really intelligent guy."

I waved away their comments and Sarah walked over to sat
down close to me.

The guy walked away to another spot around the

fire.
"You don't need to say that shit."

Her voice turned into a

soft whisper.
"I'd do anything for her, you know?" I said.
"I know."
"But she, uh, puts up so many barriers.

And it makes me

feel like that pathetic little kid that's hot for teacher, you
know?"

I laughed at myself and the stupid thing I had just said.

"We can't-I mean, she can't connect with anybody that's not at
her level.

I always pretended to be, when I was

And I'm-not.

around.her, and, yeah, I always wanted to be 'big shit,'" I
laughed,

"but now, it's not about me, or who I am to anyone else.

I just-I'm sorry, I know I'm not making sense."
She grabbed my hand.
"You're not her, Andrew.
know what?

She needs you.

You two are so different, but you

She does."

Sarah brought her face

closer to mine to make sure I saw her wide, blue eyes.
not going to find someone else like you, Andrew.
that scares her.

She's a hurt woman.

with all the dark shit.

"She's

And I think

And she surrounds herself

As things are going, it might take a

very long time for her to appreciate what you do for her, but she
has those barriers up because she doesn't want to lose you."
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My throat started to swell up and I clenched my teeth.
There was a strange moment when Sarah looked upward and
groaned as if she was stabbed in the gut, and it seemed that she
had felt the same feeling I always had when I knew Alese wasn't
giving me back the love I gave to her.
"Andrew, it sucks so bad," she said.
so bad, man.
isn't it?

"I am so sorry. It's

I know you want to heal her, but it's her choice,

You know it's her choice whether she's going to be

healed, and I know how much that hurts you."
Her choice of words were the same so many others had used
with me, and I never before thought of my relationship with Alese
that way.

People have thought of me as a healer, a good person

who gives his time and energy .to mend emotional wounds, I guess.
But sometimes I would get so befuddled by how attracted I was to
Alese that I never questioned why I wanted her so much in the
first place.

I did always see her loneliness and emotional pain,

and if I could make her feel a little better, it would make me
feel better.

The lust was something separate from that.

Even

the love and companionship I wanted from her was separate from
that.

Maybe if I didn't have the desire to heal her wounds, I

wouldn't have stuck around for so long; but I didn't even want to
believe that.

Alese and I did manage to give so much to each

other without taking that next step, and we were afraid of losing
what we had.
Most of the time, my inability to get Alese to come with me
to that next stage of attraction seemed like the only thing that
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mattered, when really just being there with her was the only
thing I needed for myself.
Sarah hugged me hard and I couldn't help it; I cried.
then I laughed at myself for crying.

And

She hugged me harder and I

cried more.
"That's good,u she said.

"Breathe, Andrew.

Breathe."

She

continued to give soft commands, hugging me, helping me to
release.

Breathe.

You're doing so good.

That's it, Andrew.

Good.
There wasn't any comfortable way to leave that situation.
Guys around the pit had noticed me crying.

Sarah took the

emotional weight off my shoulders, but I didn't thank her or even
I probably should have thanked her, but I decided it

apologize.

was just wrong to apologize.
exhausted.

I felt deflated of everything,

She left to talk to someone else, and her boyfriend

stood near me, at a table, drinking.
"There's no graceful way," I said, "for a guy to cry in
public.n

He told me he's used to things like that happening

around her.

I could have acted surprised, but didn't feel the

need to pretend anymore.

I just told him, "She's a beautiful

soul."
I collected the pieces of my tux and headed to my room.

I slid the keycard into the door panel.

I dumped my armful

of formal wear onto the floor next to the closet and collapsed
onto the bed.
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I didn't have an epiphany there, and I didn't immediately
crash for the night.

I didn't think much of anything, but just

lied in the heaviness of a strange empty room.
black.

It was pitch

I pulled off my shoes and dropped them to the floor.

I

snaked the belt off my waist and dropped it off the side.
I stopped thinking about anything.
Maybe the emptiness there was the starting point of what I
needed to move on.
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Sometimes the Girl's More Damaging than a Gravity Bong

It had probably been a month talking and joking with Tracy
in texts before finally asking her out.

She was really cool, and

probably the only girl I'd ever dated who wouldn't hold it
against me for massively bingeing on Star Trek episodes that
summer.

On our first date we openly discussed the characters

from the original series to Deep Space Nine and treated their
ranks like positions on a football team, as if we were making
draft picks for our starship command.
"I don't think I've ever met someone so unapologetic about
being a geek," she said.
"Not sure what you're talking about.

Star Trek is fucking

badass," I told her.
She smiled as if I had proven her point, and then I asked
her what Star Trek character she'd want to go out with.
Data, and that was a good enough answer for me.

She said

I paid for the

both of us when the check came.
When it came time to drop her off, I sat there in the
driver's seat just looking at her-she had tan skin, brown eyes, a
couple piercings.

She turned to me with a chuckle and said,

"Don't look at me like that."
"All right, all right," I laughed and then gave her a hug
to see her off.
Damn, I should have tried to kiss her.

Oh well, just

another recurring problem of mine: too slow to pull the trigger
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and too willing to lose the opportunity.

The main reason I had

for dating Tracy in the first place was to get my mind off Alese.
Another re-lationship of hugging and nice little gestures here and
there just wasn't going to work for me this time.

Every time I

ever did anything more than that with a girl, it was an isolated
_ moment, practically luck at best.

I actually could associate

with the term getting lucky because-hey, I'll just admit it-I
never understood the rules of the_dating game.

I was always

stuck on a girl, in every stage of my life, and it was always the
girl I thought I couldn't have.
Once again I �elt the need for a relationship, but this
time I just wanted someone instead of the one.

If things did

become serious, great, but I really did not have the energy to
dally on the outskirts of a relationship anymore.

The most

important thing was to transition-someone, anyone, just to move
on.

For once, I'd actually heed the advice of all my friends.
It was time to be9ome courageous.
To be more than what I was.

One Saturday I had the whole apartment to myself.

My

roommate was gone to visit friends for the weekend and it seemed
like the right opportunity for me to ask Tracy over to watch
boxing with me.

Sure it probably wasn't her thing, but it was

worth a shot anyway.
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Tracy texted back, I'm over at my friend's house right now.
Jennifer told me that if I wanted to go over there, she needs to
meet you first.
I put on a Nevermore album, thinking she'd probably like it,
or already did like the band.

I took a shot of Jim Beam and then

asked her where her friend lived.

I parked by the Civil War statue on High Street.

The night

crept over the sky and I felt nervousness right down to my gut.
I looked at the soldier pointing toward me with his one foot
ahead of th� other.

This night was all about courage, I thought,

and I had to be willing to do it all.
The slant I walked down made me put extra effort into each
step just to slow down.
The houses to my left, in the grayish blue twilight, seemed
to loom down over their chain-linked fence and steep, shaggy
lawns.

Their windows stared down at me.

I looked to my right

and heard Tracy's voice over the ridge of the concrete wall.
"Hey there," I said as I walked around the bend and Tracy
smiled-at me through her puff of cigarette smoke.
Her smoking partner had blonde hair done up in a ponytail
and she looked like she could have been part of the skaters'
clique I knew back in high school.

She had weary looking eyes,

though, really aged looking.
"Jennifer is it?" I asked and she grated the butt of her
cigarette against a wooden pillar before shaking my hand.
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She had a strong grip about her, the kind that suggested
she had to test me out before giving her blessing.
"So Tracy says you lived in NOVA?" she asked.
"Yeah, Sterling mostly.

But I lived all around when I was

still going to GMU; Arlington, Fairfax, Falls Church-you ever
drive past Seven Corners?"
"Heh, yeah, I know Seven Corners," she said and crossed her
arms.
"You have to know exactly what lane to be in or you're
fucked, right?" I said, then shook my head and leaned back on the
concrete wall.

"When I was first learning to drive, I did Seven

Corners to go out with this girl I knew, and this was back when
everybody still printed off MapQuest instead of using a Garmin.
Man, I mean, I always got to my dates eventually, but not without
sending her an embarrassing phone call or two for directions."
I looked over at Tracy for a moment and pricked up my
eyebrows: Is this working for you?
She smiled.
Jennifer looked tempted to fire up another cigarette, but
she took her hands out of her pockets and asked, "You guys want
to hit a GB before heading out?"
I considered it for a moment, knew it had to be a drug or
something.

My mind rushed through its catalog of words to fit

the acronym, picking up on nonsensical combinations like Good Boy,
Good Bye, Gummy Bears, and Ginkgo Biloba-until images of that
thick smoke-filled room I visited a few times, back when I was in
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high school.

The kids used the word Gravity Bong for some

makeshift apparatus made out of a bucket of water, a cut in half
bottle of Mountain Dew, and a bunch of weed.
Wanna gravity?
That's what they called it, back when I had some musician
friends with bad habits.

I could remember their dopey Eeyore

voices after the couple hits they pulled from the bottle.
It's not that I had anything against their type of fun.
Sometimes it was cool enough talking philosophy with them, or
showing them music I loved as they were blitzed out of their
minds.
"Can I make a suggestion," one of them said, "I know that
you don't smoke pot, but of all the people who should-I think it
would really work for you.

Just consider it.

Because the type

of music you listen to tells me you'd really dig it."

A couple

of the other dudes nodded their heads like it was a campaign all
of them supported, and wanted me to join their cause.
"Yeah, I get that.

Not really my thing," I said.

The few times I did try pot, it was a small pipe or bowl,
and I always wondered if I inhaled it correctly, or if I just had
a natural tolerance to it.

I never felt much from it.

I could feel Tracy's eyes on me and I told Jennifer, "Yeah,
all right.

Sure."

Tracy followed behind me as we entered the back door of the
little townhouse.
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"I wasn't sure if you smoked or not," she said, and spoke
it as a relief.

For a moment I had one of those child-like

feelings in my gut as if I had just fallen into the wrong crowd.
DARE to say NO to drugs! came to mind, and my morn's occasional
lecturing:

I don't want you around those kids.

It dawned on me that I had just trapped myself by the
circumstances.

Before, I never felt I had to compromise who I

was in order to be the cool kid.
In high school I reveled in being the outsider, fitting in
just enough by having the balls to be myself without giving any
excuse for the group to single me out as a square.
And there I stood, in a kitchen the size of a walk-in
closet, hand resting on the rusty coiled, burnt crumb adorned
stovetop, about ready to don a costume of the natives for a
night-see if they buy the act and then prove my worthiness in
their circle.

I just kept chanting to myself, why the hell not?

A heavyset dude with thick-framed glasses and a full beard
lumbered his way down the staircase.

As he took a few steps into

the kitchen, Jennifer threw her arms around his back and poked
her head above his shoulder to keep eye contact with me.

"Hey,

Andrew, this is my boyfriend," she said and he grinned a funny
looking smile.
It seemed that she already placed her stamp of. approval of
me.

Sometime soon I'd be saying, My girlfriend, Tracy.

really liked the thought of that.
Yet, she hardly said a thing since I arrived.

And I
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Jennifer prepared the GB by the sink.

This one was a Deer

Park water bottle; I didn't know if smaller meant anything.

I

assumed if the guys back in high school used a two-liter Mountain
Dew bottle, and this was a quarter of the size, it shouldn't mess
me up too bad.
I thought of all my friends from high school taking'those
deep hits of pot.

They'd hold the smoke in like a contest.

I'd

just finished taking a Yoga class that semester and with all my
deep breathing experience I rationalized, what the hell, if I'm
here to prove myself, I might as well really go for it.
"There iou go," she said and stepped away.
I walked over to the sink, stared at the bottle prepped and
ready.

"Some sort of a tutorial or something? I might need some

help here," I said.
She instructed me how to do it.
When I took a hit, I held in deep for a very long time.
When I exhaled, I started to cough.
I continued to cough.
My stomach convulsed and I couldn't stop coughing, and a
globule of saliva slipped from my mouth.

I held my balance on

the oven/stovetop combo and coughed spit all over my shirt.
"Are you okay?" Tracy asked from behind me-as I continued
to hack.
It was impossible to look cool at this point, and it seemed
impossible to stop coughing.
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My throat contracted to the size of a pinhole and for the
next five minutes I talked like I had laryngitis.

I eventually

got my breathing back and was finally capable of speaking like a
healthy man in his early 90s.
Tracy still seemed far away.

Across the kitchen, however

far that damned kitchen stretched.
create so much distance between us?

How can such a small kitchen
I heard Jennifer's voice and

it took me a little bit to remember she was right in front of me:
So, who's fighting tonight?
My eyes moved but my vision lagged behind.

At that moment,

I saw things as if through a door's peephole, or a camera's
fisheye lens, and everyone in front of me was distorted like a
funhouse mirror at a carnival.

I looked at Jennifer as if I had

just taken out Sherlock Holmes' giant magnifying glass and held
it up to her face.

I stared at her like I was looking for clues.

And I had forgotten what she had just asked me.
"Who's fighting tonight?" she asked again.
"Not really nobody, nothing," I said.
words and then backtracked.

I thought about my

"I mean-nobody that means anything.

They don't have a name for themselves yet, ya know?" I tried to
steady my fisheye on her.
"You know what I really like," she started, "MMA."
boyfriend nodded and said, yes.

Her

It was the first word that came

out of his mouth since he joined us.
watch," she said, "Do you like MMA?"

"That's· what I like to
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I recoiled, but knew I had to answer with tact.

"What I

think-," I said, "is that, there are two crowds of people-GROUPS
of people... " she nodded at me and I realized how far away my voice
seemed-as if I were listening to myself from the other end of a
"Some people like MMA, and some like boxing-for

tunnel.

different reasons.

People who watch boxing-value... "

Her head

continued to nod and I couldn't think of the words to finish the
sentence.
nodding.

I wondered if I was still talking, because she kept
Her eyes looked intent on hearing my wisdom.

I looked over at the stovetop.
rusty.

All of the coils were very

My hand was the pillar of balance for me, stable there on

the edge of the stove.

All of the voices seemed so far away.

I

wanted to sit down, but it wouldn't have looked good.

"Are you okay?" Tracy's voice came from somewhere.

I finally found her.

Her brown eyes looked huge.

"I want-to sit," I admitted, and then sat down Indian-style
on the floor.
"Damn," Jennifer said.

"·I gave the kid one hit and he's

already wrecked."
So this was it: the end of being cool.
Those were the words I would've thought had I been capable
of thinking.

I didn't know how much time had passed before Tracy

crouched down next to me.

Just her being there reminded me that

I should try to form thoughts.

The first words that came to
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mind-the loudest, clearest words my brain had ever registered,
There is no way I could drive like this.

Alcohol is nothing

This is bad.

compared to this.

And then my mind went dead again.
"Let's get you to lie down,

11

Tracy said.

All I could see

was her dark hair; did she even have a face?
She led me ihto a room and everything around me looked like
squiggly, bobbing objects suspended in air.
call the dungeon.

11

"This is what we

Tracy introduced the bland, green and gray,

messy chamber of lost souls-the drones sitting there in front of
a TV screen, with gaming controllers in hand, zoned out-like me.
Every little step I took seemed like wading through a thick pond
of green sludge caked over clear water, and when I crashed down
onto a bare mattress in the corner of the dungeon, my whole life
crashed with me.

It took a while to form questions in my head.
I felt the rough fabric of the mattress on my cheek and
finally wondered where I was, what I was doing there.

Until I

realized it was all a dream-one of those ethereal dreams that
feel like you're floating in a strange place, just recognizing
the vacancy of emptiness and not doing anything at all.
But then I could feel my fingers curling, digging my nails
against the coarseness of little cotton fibers.

And I saw an

empty soda bottle on the floor next to me, and a wallscroll of an
Anime character mounted on the wall.

And to my horror it was all
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real.

I stood up and the world moved with me, and I yelled, What

the fuck is this?

I moved around the askew room.

Voices attacked from near the TV screen.
Calm the hell down!
Shut up!
And then I was immediately outside, somehow, sitting on a
concrete wall.
How did that happen?

I didn't know how to teleport or

anything.
I listened to the soft voice of a girl I vaguely recognized.
Everything I touched seemed far away.

I could touch and feel the

roughness of the concrete on my fingers, but it was as if someone
else was relaying the sensation to me through an outside source.
The body I was in seemed to be coaxed to move by a remote control
and I'd have to tell myself, concrete-this is concrete.
The girl's voice consoled me as I looked around at strange
dark houses-uniformly next to each other, but slanting like a
poorly drawn cartoon.
place?

Where the hell is this?

What is this

And I remembered the word Longwood, as if it should have

meant something to me, but I couldn't piece it together as the
university I was going to at the time.
I looked at a girl who was off to the side; she had
familiar tan skin and brown eyes, and she kept saying, I am so
sorry for this, I feel like shit.

I tried to focus my eyes on

her, grasp some vague recollection of things.

I knew that she
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was the reason I was there, but I had little basis of
understanding the quality of relationship between us.
Nothing felt like anything.

I couldn't even grasp how to

respond to her apology, because I didn't even understand what an
apology was at that moment.
It required too much effort.
My brain felt like it had gone through a blender and was
being pieced back together, and I finally asked out loud, "Will I
ever get back to who I was?"

They both talked fast and serious,

and told me I would.
One of them said that they had all gone through what I was
going through one time or another.
"I feel stuck out of time right now," I said, staring at
the concrete under the palm of my hand.
really here.

"I don't think I'm

I want to be here, but... "

Wind hit me, and even coldness felt like an unfamiliar
sensation.
reliving.

I saw past moments, unlike memories-more like
Like a lucid dream in front of me.

Maybe I'd closed

my eyes, maybe I was stuck out of time-but it was there, more
real than the present.
Smooth leather seats.
petite back.
car.

A hug.

Warmth.

Caressing her

Staring into her grayish blue eyes.

My voice:

You smell good.

In her parked

Her voice: You smell like a boy,

and we laughed.
But, I like it, she Said.
I wanted that again, whatever it was.
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But then I could feel the cold bumpy texture of concrete
again.

"I just want to be touched," I said.

"I want to feel

someone, just so I know I'm really here right now."

I spoke down

at my sneakers and then waited until the wind hit me again.
then, I stood up.

By

I needed to remember what it meant to be in a

living, moving body.
I looked up at the stars. "This is up," I said.
down at my sneakers.

I looked

"This is down," and then I distinguished

right from left.
I'm not sure how long it took before I let them drive me
back with my own car.

You're going to be all right, one of them

had said while I twitched and freaked at every bump on the road.
It felt as if I had to catch myself from falling off a cliff.
When we got to my apartment, I opened the door and stumbled
in.
Was this what it was like to be dying?
The girls walked with me to the door and I reacquainted
myself with the apartment I'd lived at for two years.

I looked

back at them and remembered the point of it all; the bold mission
I had of not being myself-to charm with the courage of being
someone else.
Jennifer turned to Tracy to ask her something that I don't
quite remember and they gently closed the door to leave.
If I was in my right mind, I might have wondered how they
planned on getting back, since they drove my car to get to my
apartment.

But what immediately struck me, instead, was that the
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CD I put on the stereo before I had left to pick up Tracy was
still playing.
hour.

Somehow, I had only been gone for less than an

And as I continued to wonder how long I had really been

gone, I started to wonder if any of it had really happened.
If I was in my right mind from the start, I wouldn't have
needed to take a GB to impress them.

There's a difference

between being courageous and being a jackass, and I took the
latter.
I lied on the couch, music going, wondering if I'd ever get
back to who I was.
I really wanted to get back.
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A Funeral for Strangers

We followed Derek's casket outside the church.

So many

adults idled around, giving the family members hugs and
handshakes.

I followed the train of people I didn't know to give

condolences to my friend's parents to whom I'd never met.

I

didn't know if it was even proper to pretend I was a close friend
of his.

We only got real with each other on Facebook after being

vague acquaintances in the hallways of Potomac Falls.
The gum in my mouth started to taste horrible; I turned and
slipped it from my mouth into the church pamphlet-smooshed it
somewhere between the Nicene Creed and a hymn.
"I'm very sorry for your loss," I heard an old voice say to
Derek's parents.

The man had rimless glasses and a shiny domed

head that reflected the sun past his comb-overed horseshoe
lining of white hair.

He was impeccably dressed with a dark

blue suit and slacks, but they were all impeccably dressed.
People I knew from high school stood over there by the curb
of the parking lot, smoking cigarettes and looking like they
didn't belong on church property.
They stood with the same slouch as back then, but some wore
dark suits and already loosened ties.

Sean Russomanno looked

like he was shouldering lead weights on his back.

He stood out

compared to the rest, with a red, plaid button-down and a worn
out baseball cap.

Not an attempt, I could see, at dressing up.

I saw a few of his Facebook statuses mourning the loss of his
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best friend.

He looked stuck between this life and something

else, and I assumed he had something hard in his system to numb
the pain.
I patted him on the back. "Sean, man, how are you doing?"
"Oh hey, Ange.

Ya know, not too bad.

Considering."

I reached into my pocket and pulled out the flask I'd
gotten as a wedding gift when I was the best man for my brother.
Sean's eyes looked more alive

"Want a pinch?" I asked.
when he saw me unscrew the cap.

He made a guttural sound of

Thank God from the back of his throat and asked me what it was.
"Jameson. "
He pulled from my flask then said, "Yeah, that's Jameson."
And then I drank.

I gave it around to everyone who wanted it,

took another swig of my own and then stuffed it back down into.my
pocket.
"I'm really glad you could make it, Ange," he said.
"That's the good in all of this.

We could all be brought

together."
"Kind of fucked up, though, isn't it?" I asked.

He nodded

and then smoked.
I reacquainted myself with all the people I'd used to hang
with in high school.

I told a few that I was finishing up my

Master's degree in Creative Writing and their eyes lit up as they
nodded and dragged their cigs.
Andrea Maddens came up to me.
names and reached for a hug.

We spoke out each other's

I really liked her back then.

She
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was skinny and small, but always had the give no shit mentality.
And I loved that we spoke the same rhythm:
"So, what's new with you? 11 I asked.
"Got a few kids,

11

she said.

"Yeah? How many? 11
·"Three. 11
And then we stared off at nothing, shifted around on our
feet and nodded as if to a silent song.
I showed her my flask and she said she'd been drinking all
day, and would probably need to slow it down.

Alcohol was the bond we all had, even when we were underage.
Walking home from class, in eleventh grade, I had followed behind
Andrea and had one of the first alcohol cravings I could remember.
Before that point, I had only thought of beer to have a bitter,
disgusting taste, and liquor might as well have been gasoline.
But the taste had begun to remind me of fun times with good
people, comfortable conversations-and when we were all in that
state, somehow raw stupidity would turn into drunken brilliance.
When Andrea and I made our way down a tunnel for walkers,
beneath the highway, I blurted out, "God, what I'd give for some
alcohol,

1

1

as if to be cool.

She reached in her backpack for a plastic bottle of what
looked like red fruit punch and said, "Here, this'll fuck you up. 11
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Something about the smell of cigarettes in that church
parking lot, and that dazed, slow chatter in groups brought me
back to those times.
I could tell Andrea hadn't change much in attitude, and I
liked that.
"So, you're having a party tonight," I said.
"I am.

Tell me you're coming."

"I'll be there," I said and she smiled.
I looked over to where the old people were and saw them
clearing away with the casket.
lowered to the grave.

I suppose we all missed it being

But it wasn't as if we didn't have our own

tradition to do.
The sky took on colors of the sun's last burst of orange to
pink, as it set on the edge and lingered to its last bit.

We got

in our cars.

Andrea's house had the familiar smell of tobacco soot, and
the less legal kind of residue.
I was in the living room by the front door, sitting on an
old couch.
Andrea came into the room with a blank children's book of
wide-ruled composition paper.
"Hey guys, I thought we could write a memory of Derek in
this for his daughter to read.

I know we all have tons of things

we could say about him, and it would be nice to give M�kayla
something she could look at and know her father a little better."
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I took out my flask and sipped; it, remarkably, still had
some left in it.

There really wasn't anything I could remember

of Derek from high school.

Nothing good enough to represent him

to his daughter, that's for sure.

I just wrote about how every

time we passed each other in the hallway we would do a ridiculous
song and dance we made up.
It was impossible to convey on paper.
I couldn't so much as write that Derek and I got more real
with each other when talking on Facebook.
Derek Miller 6/21, 12:51am
trying to get my shit together! .1 !
i think i got it now
His messages were painfully cryptic and generally painful.
Ange Baker
rough times?
Derek Miller
very
very
self imposed
rough times'
but that was what high school ordered
I thought back to those messages and wondered if he had been just
declining bit by bit at that point.
i dug myself into a theroretical hole. that i've climbing
out of for years and now i can finally see the light
High school was for most of us a time of experimentation
and fun, rebellion and the kind of trouble you could get away
with back then.
habits stick.

But you have to figure that some of us let those
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Derek Miller
i dont have the choice of joy because i have another human
being that i need to care for. i need to be the one providing
for her as opposed to my folks or some shitty job i have. ya
know?
More people I knew from high school poured in and stood
around the front door to scope things out.
I swigged Jameson and realized how close the flask was to
I rattled it, hoping that more whisky would materialize.

empty.

I left the room to find something else to drink.
I opened the kitchen fridge, packed to the brim with
everything except alcohol.

A door that led from the kitchen to

the deck opened and in staggered a skinny guy with dazed eyes.
He held onto a Budweiser can and kept his balance by
leaning his shoulder against the pantry.

He stared down at

nothing in particular.
"So I guess you're feeling good," I said.
"Yeah, I'm feeling good."
He lifted up his head as if a puppeteer tugged him up by
strings.
I asked him if he knew where the drinks were.
"Well, my girlfriend brought this with her."
his beer and took a sip.

He looked at

"I told her what she brought wouldn't

be enough, because what if others wanted to drink?

You don't

come to a party with only six beers."
"So she only brought six?" I asked.
"That's what I said!" He shook the can and found it empty.
"Here, follow me, there might be something.

Follow me."
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I matched his steps down to the basement.
There were people down there sitting on chairs, one or two
on the couch, all silently staring at the floor.
Our entrance to the basement seemed to bring a halt to any
conversation that might have been going on.

I couldn't recognize

a single person by the smallest association.

As we made our way

down, I couldn't tell if they turned to stare at me or my
teetering escort.
language.

Their eyes were as blank as their deadish body

The silence was heavier than the lingering smoke in

the air.
The guy I followed led me across the room to a fridge in
the corner and he opened the freezer portion to find a bottle
thinly layered by frost.
"See? Didn't I tell you I'd always help you out? Here."
looked at the bottle.

I

"Take it, I'm here to help," he said.

I'd never had a good drunk off of vodka, but I was stupid
enough from the whisky to shrug it off.
"All right," I said.

"Any cups?"

"You don't need a cup.

Just pull," he said.

"Yeah, just pull," someone else in the room said.
"Whose bottle is this?"

I asked and nobody answered.

I still decided to go back upstairs for a cup.
To my luck there was a full, unopened handle of Jim Beam
sitting proud on the countertop.

Again, I asked a few people if

it was fair game.
"Yeah, as far as I know," someone said.
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I ventured back down to the skinny kid with a cup of
whiskey.

He rested his head against the arm of the couch and

then sat up when he saw me come back.

I told him I found Jim

Beam and all was right in the world.
"So, what's your story?" I asked.
"What's my story?

Ugh, aw man."

His head faltered over to

one side and I asked him what he does.
"I've had a hard time," he said.

The topic would have

ended there if I didn't patiently let him find the words.
just got a job, though.

"I

I work on cars now. "

"You're able to make it by?"
"Sort of.

I get by.

lets me stay at her house.

It's better now because my girlfriend
I didn't have anywhere else to go.

I'm working now, so that's good."
I nodded and listened to him tell stories.

He was homeless

for a while, because his parents kicked him out at eighteen.
least I had my car," he said.

"At

"That made it easier."

"And your girl, right? I mean she's good with your
situation."

I sighed.

"I don't know, man, that's pretty fucking

rare, don't you think?"
He agreed.
He talked about going to juvenile hall when he was younger.
"... and I had to defend myself, you know?
skinny."
right?

Look at me, I'm

He pointed all his fingers at his chest.
I'm skinny and I'm white," he laughed.

think I'd do in that situation?"

"I'm skinny,

"So how do you

He laughed again.
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"Well you had to be tough," I said.
"I had to tough it out, and I did."
He stared off.
I was stuck thinking about his girlfriend.

He seemed to

have a long string of bad luck; no ma�ter how bad my life ever
got, I really couldn't relate to his.
his girlfriend only pitied him.

And that made me wonder if

Maybe it wasn't love.

Maybe

this girl took it upon herself to give him some kind of warm life
because he didn't have it anywhere else.
Even if he had absolutely nothing in any other way, he
still seemed pretty rich to me.

If you put yourself through hell,

you really know what's worth it in the end.

Even the little

t_hings.
Eventually he nodded off when I stopped asking questions.

I told myself earlier that day I wouldn't even look at my
phone.

I'd just immerse myself in the idea of a lost friend, or

spend time with those kids who knew him better than I did.

I had

several missed texts and pictures from Emma, a girl I'd been
talking to for a few months.
Emma came to me when I was the loneliest and most starved
for affection, and it seemed the same for her; we were both
desperate to make something work in our lives, even though she
lived in Texas and I was in Virginia.

She was a charming p6etess

who came from Ireland, made some romantic mistakes in this
country, and when we'd talk on the phone I'd listen and give my
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support as her ex-husband tried to terrorize her, and her sister
tried to leech off her, and she only had money to provide food
for her sister's children, with hardly any food for herself.
Emma always sent me pictures of her smiling face and texts
telling me she loved me, or missed me.

Apart from the texts and

phone calls there was little else we could do with each other,
but we tried to get by, watching movies at the same time off
Netflix, or Skype while eating dinner.
After hearing the skinny kid talk about his girlfriend, I
wondered what Emma was for me.

The phone calls would last for

hours and the text messages carried throughout the whole day, and
sometimes when the phone bill was getting hit too hard, we sent
minute-long video clips to each other from our phones, either
talking, or acting goofy.

We had our fun.

I told her we didn't have to get serious about each other,
until we finally met face to face; then we could decide if we
wanted to be in a relationship.
And then she told me, "If I visit you, I really don't think
I'll want to go back home, baby.

I know I won't.

There's

nothing for me here in Texas."
I talked to a lot of women at the party and for some reason
I felt the urge to show them a picture of Emma smiling.
Maybe I was just drunk by that point.

Maybe I felt better

by not having a reason to flirt with any of them; usually I would
have a reason, but wouldn't summon the energy to do it.
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I put away my phone.

Showing Emma's picture around was a

dumb thing to do anyway, and I doubted she would appreciate it.
I saw Sean Russomanno again, still barely able to walk with
that grief on his shoulders.

Again, I asked him how he was doing,

and he said he was holding up.

I took out my cell and flipped it

open.
"Hey, Sean," I started, "Can you tell me something?" I
showed him the picture of Emma.

"What do you think of her?"

looked down at my phone for a bit.

He

"I've been talking to her for

a little while now and there might be something special between
us .

11

Russomano looked at my phone and then looked away, at the
floor.

"That's great, man," he said.

I had to stop doing that.
jackass.

"Good job."

I started to feel like a drunken

Emma's kindness made me feel good and I didn't need to

get anyone else's approval.
I powered down my cell phone and shoved it back into my
pocket.
I never would have thought to pursue a long distance
relationship with a girl, especially without meeting her in
person first, but, like I said, I was lonely that night I
messaged her on Facebook:
Ange Baker
Funny how we meet so many people on here from so far away and
we pretend like we're all in the same room. Kinda stupid how
people seem a whole lot more interesting if I doubt I'll ever
meet them. And yet it would be really nice to, don't you
think?
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Emma Dean
Well familiarity breeds contempt. It's natural for us to keep
our distance if we've been hurt. But, yes, I agree. I was
pleased you messaged me
I sat down on an office chair and noticed the skinny kid
lying down on the couch where we had our conversation.

His

girlfriend was there too, protectively over him with one arm laid
across his chest; they had passed out together.
That was an image of love, I thought, something I'd never
had.

I heard loud voices upstairs, tossing around Derek's name.
Russomanno had been looking around the basement for a place

to charge his phone and I took on the search with him.

We

scoured between speakers and furniture against the wall for a
free outlet.

When he gave up and started to walk up the stairs,

I found one, yelled out to him, and he turned back with a
confused look as though the last few minutes never happened.
I asked if he still wanted to charge his phone and he said
he did, but then turned away and walked up the stairs.
I almost forgot the reason we were all there, and that was
kind of sad.

But that's just how those kinds of nights went.

all got lost in one way or another.
plan at parties like those.
Derek Miller 6/21, 12:43am
god. how long hAS IT been?
Ange Baker
Been a long fucking time
Derek Miller

We

I guess that was always the
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a long long time. fun thing about facebook
you lose someone but never completely
I walked out onto Andrea's deck.

She was hunched down in a

lawn chair, her shoulder blades down to where the ass would
normally be, and she was smoking a cigarette as usual.
weren't really talking.

People

They just either stared at their phones

or listened to the guy playing on his acoustic guitar.

He was

good.
I sat down on a chair and Andrea noticed, said my name out
loud and reached her arms out for me to lean down and hug her.
In that position she was like a turtle stuck upside down on her
I leaned over with my hands on the arm rests of her chair

shell.

and just let her do the hugging herself.
0

She held for a bit.

Let's not be strangers, okay?" she said and then she

repeated it,

0

Let's not be strangers."

I didn't only take it to

be something people say, because Andrea wasn't like that.
something real between us, but something more than that.

It was
She

said it as if we could all still represent Derek by not
completely losing who we were back then.

Living well for

ourselves is the obvious, but there was also just something about
back then, when we were dumb and straight from the gutter, on
track to nowhere and just not giving a shit about it.

In this

world, of course you're supposed to move on, make yourself
respectable, take on responsibilities, often times not by choice,
and do whatever you can to hold up your end as an adult.
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I guess she knew things changed for all of us, but she
hoped we wouldn't lose everything about our teenage years and end
up dying in a place we don't want to be, around people who don't
really know us.
I guess that's what she meant.
But who knew me?

Who really knew me?

And why is it that I

couldn't trust myself enough to not feel like a stranger right
then?
I turned on my cell.

I was a bit too drunk to drive so I

took a walk back home and saw that dark sky change its first
shade to morning.

I hoped Emma was still awake; she usually was.

I really needed to be somebody for someone, however long it
lasts.
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Man Up, Responsibly

I knocked on Sammy and Sarah's door: shave and a haircut,
two bits.

Sammy greeted me with a huge smile and bright eyes.

We clasped each other's palms and patted each other on the back.
"Andrew, what's up?

What's up?

How's it going?" he asked.

I took off my sneakers and gave him the small update.

His

daughter, Jessie, ran up to me yelling, "Tio Andrew! Tio Andrew!"
jumping and giggling.
"This little one's crazy," Sammy said.

His girlfriend,

Sarah, peeked from the kitchen and walked around to hug me.
"Andrew, are you hungry?" she asked.
Like clockwork, I always got there just as Sarah had dinner
on the stove.

Every time she made it seem like a coincidence,

but as per unwritten contract, I was to show up with an empty
stomach.
"Sammy did you start the grill?" she asked and Sammy went
outside to check on it.
"Tio Andrew, let's play!" Jessie said.
"That's not how you ask, Jessie.

How do you ask?" Sarah

said, and Jessie corrected herself.
"All right, Jessie," I said, "What are we playing today?"
"Princess Barbies."
"Let's do it," I said.

Sarah laughed from the kitchen.

Jessie and I debated where the Princess Barbies would spend
their vacation, and who would take care of the castle while they
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were gone.

We agreed that the lion stuffed animal.was the most

responsible of the group, and the several stuffed dogs on her bed
would make sure the lion wasn't lonely.

After all, the lion

still deserved to have fun while keeping up with his duties at
the castle.
"Aren't you afraid that the lion is dangerous to the
doggies?" I asked.
"Don't be silly, tio Andrew," she said and I nodded as if I
should've known better.
"Hey, I'm going to see what your daddy's up to."
pointed at her.

But, I

"When I get back, I want a full report on how

much this vacation's going to cost.

Even though we have a castle,

it's not like we're made of money, sheesh!"
"Sheesh!" she yelled back.
I slid open the door to the small outdoors section-just
large enough for a nice little grill and a table with a few
chairs.

The right amount of space for Sammy to find his zen and

chillax, as he called it.
I walked over to Jessie's swing set and straddled one leg
over the wooden seat, held the rope in front of me with both
hands, and then leaned my back against the rope behind me.

I

kept walking a couple steps forward, and then let the swing drift
me back into place.

Sammy smiled at me from the grill.

He got

to work, turning the sausage links with a pair of metal tongs.
"So, hey Andrew, how's Alese?" he asked.
I stopped swinging.
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"She's good, you know.

We still hang out all the time.

I

make sure she comes with me to the gym a bunch-and she makes sure
I'm serious about everything else."
Sammy quickly nodded his head.
He looked back at me.

"Cool-cool."

"Hey, where's your beer?" and before

I could tell him I didn't have one, he slid open the door and
yelled, "Hey baby?

Can you get Andrew a beer from the fridge?"

He slid the door to a crack and added, "Have you had any progress
with her?

With Alese?"

"Progress," I wondered.

"You know, it is what it is.

Sometimes it feels like we're getting closer, but-eh."
scratched the back of my head.
about her.

I

He had to be sick of me talking

"Maybe I gave up a while ago."

"You know, brother-" Sammy turned from the grill and made
eye contact with me, "I think you're intelligent; I think you are
very good looking; I think you have such an amazing, kind heart
an amazing personality."
I rubbed the side of my neck and looked away.
"The one thing I think keeps you from doing your thing is
you don't have money-and because of that, you probably lack
confidence, and can't go out as often as you would like."
I looked back at him and shrugged.
but there was some truth there.

I didn't want to agree,

Being poor, just scraping by

with my savings, unemployed and looking for work-that certainly
didn't help my self-esteem.
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"I somewhat agree with that," I said, "and I can't argue
about how it's one of the things that keeps me from going out on
dates-maybe keeps me from doing the more expensive things with
Alese; maybe you have something there, I don't know."

I laughed.

Sarah slid open the door to get through, and handed us both
a cold beer.

Little Jessie stared at us from the door.

"Tio Andrew, we need to keep playing," she said, and Sammy
turned to her.
"Little Jessita, Andrew will play with you in a bit," he
said.

Jessie looked at me and I raised my eyebrows at her.

She

smiled like she was about to giggle.
"Make sure you clean up all your toys before we eat," Sarah
said.
"Yes, Ms. Sarah," Jessie said in a polite voice and Sarah
slid the door closed behind them.
"You know what?" Sammy cracked open his new beer, "have you
told Alese that you love her?"
I nodded.

"Yeah-but you know how it goes, every time you

let one of those out of the bank it hurts the value."
Sammy slurped from the can.

"How'd she react, like what

she do when you told her�"
I propped the unopened beer on my knee and kept turning it
so I could feel the cool ring of the can.
"Well, she treated it like an accident or something, I
don't know.

Like I stumbled into something I shouldn't have.
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I cracked open my beer.

But, hey, I'm fine with it."

"If that's

all things are going to be, I just need to accept that."
Sammy raised an eyebrow.

I shrugged again and he turned

back to the grill.
"She's one tough cookie, isn't she?" he asked.

I finally

drank from my beer and he transferred the sausages onto a plate.
"You know," he considered, "I think if you started dating other
girls she would probably get jealous.

She see you with another

girl, it would probably drive her crazy.
"Well, I don't know.
for me.

What do you think?"

I've tried that and it's been hard

I think the girls I date realize I'm half-hearted about

it all and things just never seem to work out."
He turned off the grill and took the plate of sausage.

He

waved me to come inside and said, "Come on, bring your beer."

We ate the sausages on hotdog buns, with kale and quinoa on
the side.

Sammy challenged me to some pickled jalapefios.

them up and put them in the quinoa.

I cut

"Don't eat the seeds, bro,

they'll mess you up," he said.
Sarah cut up Jessie's sausage into small slices.
"Baby," Sammy said before shoveling quinoa into his mouth,
"Andrew and I were talking about Alese-you know, that girl he's
been stuck on.

Don't you think she'd get jealous if Andrew

started dating other girls?"
Sarah pushed the slices of sausage closer together on
Jessie's plate, and then set down the knife next to her own plate.
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"I think Andrew should just move on," she said.

"She seems

mean."
Sarah and I had a conversation before about Alese.

She was

convinced that if Alese and I were friends for so long, that's
all we'd ever be.

Of course there was logic to that.

But if

Sarah didn't get why I was still into Alese after so long-still
desiring her and all that-she didn't understand the full picture.
I doubted that anyone could understand it, even though Sammy at
least tried to.
But how could I argue against the relationship Sammy and
Sarah had?

Sarah was the perfect woman for him.

She was super

organized, and Sammy trusted her to be in charge of scheduling
their time, managing their money, and providing a responsible
upbringing for his daughter when she was there on visitation.
Sammy was the first friend of mine to have a girlfriend
like that.

Hell, their relationship was the strongest I'd ever

come across-and that was something worth considering.
They had a give and take relationship with each other, and
they were stronger because of it.

Wasn't that the point of it

all?
Sammy asked me how my food was.
"What can I say, it's all great."
"You like the quinoa?" Sarah asked.
for Andrew.

"I always love cooking

Just giving him a full meal makes me happy, and to

be able to give him food to take home."
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"Speaking of which," I wiped my mouth with a napkin, "I
keep forgetting to return that Tupperware back to you.

11

"Oh you can just throw that out, they're meant to be
disposable,

11

she said.

Sammy asked me if I was doing all right with money and food.
I told him I was surviving and he raised his eyebrow.

Sometimes

I wanted to lie and say I had more money and food than I knew
what to do with.
"Daddy and Sarah? 11

Jessie spoke up.

"I think we should go

to tio Andrew's house next time," she said.

I smiled at her.

"Well, my place isn't very fun, Jessie,
doesn't have any windows.

11

It's like a cave. 11

I said.

"My room

I mixed the kale,

quinoa, and jalapenos with my fork.
"Tio Andrew doesn't have any windows in his room?
you should put windows in his room. 11

Daddy,

Sammy and Sarah focused on

eating their food.
"You see, Jessie," I said, "I don't need windows.

I can

come here because you guys have windows."
Sarah nodded at Jessie.

"That's right, and Andrew can come

here anytime he wants, because he's family.
fork at Jessie's plate.

11

She pointed her

"Finish your kale, Jessie."

Eventually as the night came on, Jessie started to wind
down.

Sammy and Sarah prepared her for bed-cleaned her up, put

her into PJs and closed the curtain that divided her.room from
the living room.
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In some ways this freed us up to be adults, but only
quietly.

We watched TV on low volume until Sarah whispered, "All

right, I'll let you two be guys.

I'm tired."

She gave me a hug.
"Andrew, let's make this a weekly tradition, okay?

Don't

forget, there's leftover sausage in the fridge-in one of those
plastic containers."
"Thanks Sarah, you sleep well, all right?"
Sammy told her he'd be in there soon and then opened the
fridge for a couple beers.
We loosened up by talking about boxers from the 90s, back
when Sammy watched the sport.

Every time we got to talking about

it he would bring up Fernando Vargas, his favorite fighter at the
time.

Then he mentioned De La Hoya, and then Trinidad-how he was

a punk for throwing all those low blows in the Vargas fight.
Sammy talked a bit about Tyson, and asked what ever happened to
the heavyweight division?

I told him that all the possible

American heavyweights are NFL players because that's where the
money's at.
It took a beer or two until we got fully engrossed.
Usually around that time we'd talk about stories where we manned
up and took control of a situation.

Sammy's stories were usually

about his fist fights, all the times some other guy threatened
him or a person he loved, and he stepped up to make sure they
stepped off.
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My stories were usually about how many times I got bullies
to back down and how they eventually tried to become my friends.
I talked about how I never really got into fights, because they
never took it that far.
"Now see," he said, "that's what it is.

You don't need to

get into fights because people just need to look at your eyes to
know you're serious," he gulped from his beer.

"They see you're

crazy, that you can take it further than they can if they keep
pushing you.

But one thing everyone needs to know is that

there's always someone who's crazier than another.

You and me,

we're crazy, and if a_ fight happens, it happens-we'll do it.
we do it to protect.

But

That's the thing, others are crazy and

sometimes they do that shit because they're selfish, and
sometimes they're so crazy that they'll do it for no reason at
all."
We continued drinking without saying anything for a bit.
We both finally watched the TV after it had been on for so long,
until Sammy blurted out, "Hey, you been on this chick for a long
time, bro."

He guzzled down two gulps before setting his beer

back on the coaster.

"·You need to learn how to make a move on

her or someone who doesn't care about her at all will.
so much that you're letting her get away.

You care

Andrew, I know you

respect her and love her-probably more than anyone.

She is

afraid to lose you, you know that?"
Sammy stared at me for a while, as if considering something.
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"I'm going to teach you something I do that works pretty
much all the time."

He tossed back the beer until it was empty

and then crushed it.

"You want another beer, brother?"

He came back with four-put two on the end table ·next to my
side of the couch,

and his two on the coffee table in front of

him.
"Women like to feel safe," he said and cracked open one of
his beers,

pulled a hearty gulp,

girl and her safety,

"and I know you respect that

so she already feels safe around you.

Here's what you do-let me tell you something, sometimes when I'm
around my woman I go up behind her and reach my arms around
her... right here," he crossed his arms around air,
tummy would be.

where a woman's

"From here it's still safe, you know?" he gulps

from his beer again.
do this anywhere,

"And do it in front of a mirror.

You can

of course, in bed, standing up...but in the

mirror, while she's brushing her teeth... or brushing her hair,
whatever,

you can see how she feels,

right?

And from here, bro,

if she likes it you can bring your head in and kiss her shoulder,
neck, lips-and you can reach up with one hand to her breast, you
can reach down; from here you can do anything.

And you can do it

all."
"And," I said,
enough to retreat,
"Exactly.

"if I see that she isn't into it, it's easy
right?"

You can see how she feels.

any touching at all, forget about it.

If she doesn't like

You're friends; you said

you're fine with that, she's fine with that-whatever.

But, let's
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say she does like your hand over her tummy, she's feeling safe
with you-you take it slow to the next step, then the next... see
where it leads.

And, let me tell you something, Andrew, you both

need it."
Part of me was always afraid to take that first step with
Alese, because if she didn't want it, any kind of physical touch
could hurt our friendship.

But I'm a guy, and oftentimes guys

are expected to make that first move.

I look at what Sammy has

with Sarah and I can't help but think, Sammy got this beautiful
relationship because he took action-not only one time, or every
now and then-but consistently.
I had to consider some things that Sammy said, that pretty
much addressed most of the men I'd ever known, read about as
traditional male characters in stories, or saw on movies or TV
it's the question we all ask at one time or another: am I being
man enough?
Honestly, I've grown to hate the question.

Earlier in my

life I didn't think it was possible to hate it, because I
believed you can't do anything about it; it was all there was:
men behave like men.

But that implied there's a clear definition

of man, and a polarized idea that some things are manly and other
things aren't.

That if you act unmanly, it means you're less of

a man.
But here's what I learned, and it's important: being
different from the idealized man doesn't make you any less of a
man.

If you do things different from the ideal, that just means
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you are a different kind of man.

There are things to learn, and

even things to love about the ideal, but so often men choose to
be imprisoned by it.

That's what confused me for so long,

because I was not willing to give up my unmanly qualities-the
sensitivity and love I have for everyone close to me, or the
times I cried because something was so beautiful; and yet I
always wanted to prove I was, in fact, a real man.
The desire I had for Alese went beyond the lust; it was my
desire for more intimacy and reciprocation; we still did have
that in our friendship.

That's what I was afraid of losing if I

tried to take things further.

And even still, I was afraid of

losing it if I dated other women.

I was afraid of anything

different.
But Sammy wanted me to recognize that being stuck in that
fear was worse.

No matter how educated, cultured, politically

correct, and how much of a proponent of equal rights I saw myself
develop into over the years-there was still that desire to man-up,
to still prove myself to those who judge-and, yes, to be
acceptable.

But to also be tolerant of the areas that the

masculine ideal seems not to be.
I needed to man-up, but responsibly.

We watched TV a little longer and Sammy told me he should
probably get some sleep.
He unfolded the couch into a pull-out for me so I could
sleep until I was fully sober.
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After setting it up, he asked if I needed anything, and
even though I said I was good, he got me a glass of water on his
own.
"You know, Andrew," he started,
friend, right?

"you know you're my best

And if there is anything you need, bro-anything-I

will try my hardest to help you out.

I mean that."

I sat on the pull-out and then told him I wanted to be able
to help him out, too-somehow-even though I felt like I had
nothing to offer him.

He reminded me of when I was there to aid

in testimony for his visitation rights for Jessie.
"And you didn't have to do that, Andrew.
were, what, four hours away?

Sammy kept his

"You're my brother, �nd I want you

to always be a part of Jessie's life.
loves you so much.

You

You were busy with school, but you

were still there for me when I needed you."
unblinking eyes set on mine.

But you did.

She loves you, bro.

She

And also," he grinned, "when you make all

that money from the books you write, you'll be able to buy me a
mansion and a few cars.

That's really why I help you out so

much."
I shook my head as we laughed together and Sammy clasped my
palm with his, brought me in for a hug, and a pat on the back.
It all reminded me of how unimportant it is to simply be
man enough.

What's really important is to be a good man when it

matters.
I eventually sobered up and hit the road.
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Friends in Bed

"I'm too horny for this," I said.
kick me out."

"You're going to have to

I still grazed the edge of my hand against Alese's

arm.
She didn't pull away from me.

She said with short breath,

"Ange, I don't get it, do you want to leave?

You're being very

awkward right now."
"No.

I don't want to."

back, off her arm.

I corrected myself, slid my hand

"I guess I'll just do this, then."

I took

the pillows she gave me for my side of her bed and put them on
the other end; I faced the wall and stared at it for a while.
I knew love shouldn't come out of desperation, but I had
had enough.

I was tired of feeling inadequate because I never

made a move on her.
Just man up, dude.
Come on man, don't be a pussy.
What kind of a man are you?
My friends never told me these things, but I felt them all
the time, every time I felt like I had missed an opportunity.
missed opportunities because I wondered what an opportunity
looked like-as it was happening.
One time, when we were still getting to know each other,
Alese told me, "I believe it's the man's job to initiate."
Is that what I did wrong?

I stared at the wall.

I
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For years I had to figure out how to initiate.

For some

guys, initiating is as easy as feeling an itch and scratching.
The urge I had was like putting a puzzle together without
the help of an image on the cardboard box.
Each puzzle piece was a hint she gave, but everything had
to fit together before I'd know the completed image as two black
printed words on a simple white background that said take me.
This wasn't exactly a puzzle-set for starters-the basic
kind, the thirty to fifty pieces that any child could do in an
afternoon.

The printed image of those words grew larger, the

puzzle became more difficult to put together as I tried to
assemble it, and sometimes that image, the cursive letters, grew
in size even faster than I could find the little pieces.

This idea I had was flawed.

It conflicted with the respect I had toward her, and worst
of all, I couldn't find any path around that way of thinking,
because she told me, it's the man's job to initiate.
But the reality became one of two possible things: that
Alese created the puzzle for me to test whether I could put it
all together, or it wasn't a puzzle at all-just a solid portrait
with two printed words that said just friends.
Maybe it was my fault in trying to figure her out instead
of just doing.

Or maybe it was my fault in even thinking things

would be better for us if we were more intimate.

Truthfully, no
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matter how she felt, whether or not there was a chance to make
our relationship something more, I was creating my own puzzle out
of those two words, just friends.
I remember when I had no choice to be anything more than
her friend, after she finally found a man to be in a relationship
with.
"Don, no, I'm not going to have this conversation right
now," she spoke on her cell, next to me, on a cushioned bench.
She talked over hissing cappuccino machines and rain pelting down
in a roar outside, and the chatter of all the other busy kids and
businessmen, Large pumpkin spice latte!

And maybe my silence

next to her was loud too if she paid any attention to it.
"Because, I'm with a friend right now �nd," she sighed,
"Look, it's not the right time to be talking about this, becauseno, Don, I..."
Soon after her call I said, "Why do you let him do this to
you?"
"Because I love him," she snapped back at me with the same
frustration she had on the phone.
I could have either lost myself in my own anger or left the
Starbucks before it came to that, and if I left, I really didn't
want to see her again if she didn't try to stop me.

I packed up

my laptop and walked out without a word.
I couldn't stand loving her.

I felt lame hanging around

her as it was and I wouldn't let her try to make me feel bad for
caring about her.

It was too much.
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The rain seemed stupidly dramatic to my exit.
What am I doing?
to leave her there?
after you?

This isn't some movie.

What's the point

Do you think she's going to come running

You're making a choice right now to leave her, and

you know it's the wrong choice.

Whatever you are for her,

whatever the hell you actually are, it's still worth it.

Because

that asshole she 'loves' would walk out on her, and he would wait
until she felt weak without him.

You know that's who he is, and

that's who you don't want to be.
I went back into the coffee shop, where she was clattering
her fingers against a laptop keyboard.
I sat back down next to her.
"Where'd you go?" she said, staring and typing on the
document she was working on.
"Outside."
"Why?"
I plugged in my laptop.
"Because I was pissed off and I wanted to leave."
She still tried to look busy with her work.
"Why'd you decide to come back?"
"I guess because I wanted to stay more than that."
"Mmm," she said.

I still grabbed onto the idea that someday she would love
me like she loved that guy.
me.

If she really loved him, it bugged
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She told me once that he argued with her a lot just because
of our friendship, and I asked, "How do you feel about that?"
"Well, I tell him it's not as if I'm going to get rid of
you as a friend just because he's uncomfortable about it."
"Mmm," I said.
But he was out of her life now.

In her bed I had tried to

initiate: I gently took her pillow away from her face and went in
to kiss her.

Before then I had been rubbing her back just to see

if she'd react, to tell me to stop, or give some idea she wanted
more than that.

And because she didn't say anything, I told

myself she had to be feeling it; she had to understand that I
wanted her.

I removed the pillow, and it startled her awake.

I'm too horny for this.

When I lusted for her, I imagined what noises would she
make when she felt good.
body around on the bed.
against my face.

How easy would it be to move her small
One time I woke up feeling her breath

Her breath didn't smell good-but it smelled

more real than anything.
It didn't just smell like a woman, it smelled like her; all
those cells in that breath escaped her and were inhaled into me,
a part of me .
. I got up to splash water on my face in the bathroom.
The first night I had ever stayed over, I'd told her I was
too tired to make the forty-five minute drive back to my place.
"So what do you want to do?" she asked.
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"I don't know."

I brought my arm over my forehead and

adjusted myself on the couch.

She got comfortable on a couch

chair.
"Do you want to sleep over?" she asked.
"I think it would probably be best.

I'm really tired."

"Okay, do you want to sleep on the couch or my bed?"
I looked at her flat expression and considered what she'd
really asked me.

"Well, I couldn't take your bed," I told her.

"We could sleep together, if you want."
considered, and then she smiled at me.

Again, I

"We're not going to have

sex."
"No, no, I wasn't thinking that at all.

I mean, if you're

comfortable having me share your bed-"
She stood up and walked out of the living room.
snore, do you?" she laughed.

"You don't-

"This is going to be fun, it's like

a sleepover."

That night I couldn't sleep.
I didn't take off any clothes either, and several times
during the night I went to the bathroom to stare at myself in the
mirror.

What the hell does this mean?

bedroom door.

I looked over at her

It was cracked open, like a black slit in the wall.

I walked over to it, felt the knob and then started to open it
with an unavoidable creaking noise.
I can't do this.

I stopped moving the door.
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I walked back into the living room and took the couch.
When I woke up, I saw her lying in a fetal position on the couch
chair near me.

All the times

I

had shared her bed after that-it only got a

little easier, and sometimes
few hours next to her.

I

could actually get to sleep for a

One time

I

woke up to her body

aggressively moving into mine; in my half-asleep stupor

I

told

myself, she can't be making a move on me, she can't be turned on;
I shifted out of her way, thinking she'd be uncomfortable getting
so close to me when she'd wake up.
I lied there for a few moments nudged up against the wall,
completely flushed, body raging in that boiled silence, wanting
and when

I

turned to her, her eyes were peacefully shut, mouth

agape, body unmoving; her hand was dug down into her pajama pants,
settled there-and I didn't know if she had been awake for any of
it.
"I want you," I whispered.
"I love you,

11

I whispered.

Alese and I woke up together.
coffee and one for herself.

She brought me a cup of

She set her mug on the nightstand

table and I drank mine, the whole time we both sat with our backs
against the wall.

I had my two fingers through the mug handle,

sipping until empty.
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It was another night being friends in bed, and another
morning still as friends.
her closer to me.

I reached my arm over her and brought

I rested my head on her shoulder.

I couldn't

see her reaction but I heard a soft laugh that wasn't annoyed, a
bit charmed maybe, so I stayed there with my arm around her.
"Do you have much work today?" I asked.
"Yeah, I have to go to the office soon."
"Mmm."
I knew that was as far as she'd let it go at the moment,
and that was okay.

I knew she'd have to get up and go to work

because that's what she always did, but she gave me that moment.
I just wanted to show her she was safe.

I thought back to the time before I stayed over at her
place for the first time.

We had gone to a diner in Arlington.

From our table I could see a couple, both about our age; they
were on barstools holding hands, gazing into each other's eyes
like it was all that mattered.

I remember smiling for a moment.

Alese studied her phone, then looked up at me.
"What are you staring at?" she asked.
"Those kids over there.

They're holding hands, and acting

like nobody else exists."
She looked over at them.
They were locked together, not just through touch-their
eyes joined their souls.
"Don't you just hate it when people do that?" Alese asked.
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I started laughing.
menu in front of me.
reading anything.

"Yeah, I do."

I looked down at the

I moved my eyes over the words without

All I could think, again and again-what does

it take to get to that kind of moment?
And make it hold forever?
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